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Gene silencing and virus-encoded gene silencing suppressors are defense and 
counterdefense strategies evolved by host and pathogens. Using a GFP-based transient 
suppression system, the coat protein (CP) of Hibiscus chlorotic ringspot virus (HCRSV) 
was identified to be a strong post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) suppressor. It 
suppressed both transgene-induced local gene silencing and systemic silencing. CP 
domain deletions lost the suppression function, indicating that only the full-length CP 
possessed the suppression function. When the CP was constitutively expressed from a 
PVX viral vector, it was able to enhance the severity of the viral symptom and at the 
same time increase viral RNA accumulation, indicating the function of CP in blocking 
virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS). Crossing of the CP transgenic Arabidopsis with 
GUS transgene-silenced and GFP amplicon-silenced Arabidopsis could rescue the GUS 
and GFP expression, respectively. In addition, CP mutations which resulted from serial 
passages of HCRSV in its local lesion host also showed a significantly reduced 
suppression function. It is possible that the reduced gene silencing suppression of these 
mutants may contribute to the failure of systemic infection of the progeny virus. HCRSV 
CP could not suppress dsRNA-induced PTGS.   Transgene-induced PTGS need the host 
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) to convert the aberrant RNAs into dsRNA 
which is the inducer of gene silencing. Similarly, the VIGS requires viral RdRp for the 
generation of dsRNA intermediate. Thus the suppression of CP on PTGS may involve an 
RdRp-related early initiation step. 
 
 xiv 
Further molecular analysis showed that Escherichia coli-expressed CP could bind to 
chemically synthesized sense, antisense and double-stranded siRNAs in vitro. This result 
is consistent with the prediction that CP may suppress gene silencing at multiple steps. In 
our experiments, HCRSV CP failed to suppress Nodamura virus (NoV)-induced RNAi in 
Drosophila S2 cells. GST-CP also failed to inhibit dsRNA degradation in Drosophila cell 
extract in vitro. These results are in agreement with the findings showing notable 
differences between RNA interference (RNAi) in the animal systems and PTGS in plants. 
 
HCRSV CP-transgenic Arabidopsis showed phenotypes of reduced rosette leave number, 
early flowering and reduced fertility. The slower stamen growth and faster carpel growth 
led to similar phenotypes described in the ZIP, SGS3 and RDR-6 mutants. This has led to 
reduced seed set of CP-transgenic Arabidopsis. Molecular analysis showed that some of 
the microRNAs (miRNAs) accumulation was increased in CP-transgenic Arabidopsis 
which might contribute to the observed developmental defects. Trans-acting siRNA (ta-
siRNA) siR255 biogenesis was inhibited in CP flowers although the miR173 
accumulation level was not changed, suggesting that HCRSV CP may suppress the ta-
siRNAs maturation at the RDR6-SGS3 dependent conversion of single stranded TAS 
RNAs into dsRNAs. Real-time PCR analysis showed that the expression of gene 
silencing relevant genes: Dicer-like proteins (DCLs), Ago1 were changed in the CP 
transgenic plants. The master regulation gene LEAFY was expressed at higher level in 
CP transgenic flowers. We propose that the phenotype observed in CP transgenic plants 
were the combinational result of changed miRNAs, ta-siRNAs and other developmentally 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Since the first isolation of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), much effort has been put on 
discovery of new viruses and development of viral inhibition methods. There is limited 
information on the underlying mechanisms of virus-host interactions. The discovery of 
gene silencing and virus-encoded gene silencing suppressors provides powerful tools for 
studying virus-host interactions.   
1.1 Gene silencing 
A very important virus-host interaction identified in the late 1990s was the phenomenon 
of gene silencing. Gene silencing is a RNA-dependent RNA degradation system in 
response to virus infection or other abnormal RNA transcripts in the host (Ding et al., 
2000; Waterhouse et al., 2001; Tijsterman et al., 2002). During the past 10 years, 
tremendous progress has been made in unveiling the underlying mechanisms of gene 
silencing and related silencing responses. Virus-encoded gene silencing suppressors 
offered an excellent tool for dissection of the gene silencing process. Gene silencing 
suppressors are virus-encoded proteins that can counteract the silencing induced by virus 
infection (Voinnet, 2005). They are structurally and functionally diverse, and most of 
them affect the development of the host (Braden et al., 2004).    
 
In the following sections, the current understanding of the mechanisms of gene silencing 
will be reviewed and the genes involved in the silencing process in different organisms 
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will also be compared. Subsequently the literature review will focus on the mechanisms 
of different viral silencing suppressors and their effects on plant development.  
1.1.1 Discovery of gene silencing 
The first example of gene silencing was discovered in transgenic petunia in the late 1980s 
(Napoli et al., 1990). In an attempt to obtain petunia plants with deeper purple color, 
Napoli and his coworkers introduced an additional copy of pigment-producing chalcone 
synthase (chs) gene into the petunia. Rather than enhanced flower pigmentation, 
variegated or even completely white flowers were obtained. Detailed molecular analysis 
showed that both transgenic and endogenous chs genes were co-suppressed, leading to 
suppression of the entire floral pigment biosynthetic pathway in the white tissue cells. 
This phenomenon was called co-suppression. Similar events were found in a broad range 
of organisms, such as post transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) in plants, quelling in 
fungi and RNA interference (RNAi) in vertebrates and invertebrates (Cogoni et al., 1999 
b; Fire et al., 1998). All these are collectively termed RNA silencing, and they are 
referred to a coordinated series of events that lead to the targeted degradation of cellular 
mRNA and thus the silencing of corresponding gene expression. Small interfering RNAs 
(siRNAs) are considered to be the central molecules of all silencing systems identified to 
date (Hamilton et al., 1999).                                                                                                                                
 
Gene silencing can be induced by abnormal transcripts, inverted repeats and viral 
infection. All these inducers lead to the generation of double stranded RNA (dsRNA) 
precursors, and these dsRNAs are recognized by the type III endoribonuclease Dicer and 
processed into 21-25nt siRNAs.  These siRNAs then serve as guides for mRNA 
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degradation when incorporated into RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) (Zamore et 
al., 2000). Gene silencing can spread from cell to cell and also systemically (Guo et al., 
2002). Despite the conservation of the core mechanism of gene silencing, there are 
significant differences in the silencing pathway between various organisms. 
1.1.2 Induction of gene silencing 
Gene silencing can be triggered by different classes of viruses and sub-viral pathogens 
which could produce dsRNA during the process of replication. These potential inducers 
include RNA viruses, DNA viruses, retrotransposons and viroids (Voinnet, 2005). During 
RNA virus replication, the folding of replicated single stranded RNA (ssRNA) and partial 
or complete annealing of positive and negative strand RNAs can all lead to the formation 
of dsRNA. For DNA virus, dsRNA is produced by bidirectional transcription or the 
terminal repeats. For retrotransposon, gene silencing happens when they were integrated 
into the vicinity of host genes and read-through transcription will lead to the formation of 
dsRNA. Viroids induce gene silencing because of their quasi-rod-like secondary structure 
with extensive ds regions. Gene silencing can also be induced by inverted repeats or two 
RNA transcripts which share extensive complementary for a specific region. The latter 
one is responsible for some natural endogenous siRNAs biogenesis. DNA methylation 
and chromatin structure which determine the transcription state of genes can affect 
transcriptional and post-transcriptional transgene silencing in Arabidopsis (Morel et al., 
2002) 
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1.1.3 Mechanisms of gene silencing 
1.1.3.1 Genes conserved in the gene silencing pathway 
Through genetic screening of PTGS defective mutants, several sets of genes required for 
PTGS have been identified in Neurospora, Arabidopsis, C. elegans and Chlamydomonas, 
respectively (Tijdterman et al., 2002). Based on their functions, these genes are grouped 
into three sets: RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) proteins, Argonaute family 
proteins and RNA/DNA helicase proteins (Summarized in Table 1).  
 
The first set of genes encodes proteins that are similar to the tomato RdRp. The QDE-1 
from Neurospora (Cogoni and Macino, 1999a), SDE1/SGS2 from Arabidopsis (Dalmay 
et al., 2000b; Mourrain et al., 2000), and EGO1, RRF-1 from C. elegans (Smardon et al., 
2000; Sijen et al., 2001) all belong to this group.  The proposed role of the cellular RdRp 
in Arabidopsis is to convert an aberrant ss RNA of a transgene into a dsRNA to trigger 
PTGS since SDE1/SGS2 is required for PTGS induced by sense RNA transgenes but not 
by most RNA viruses tested which encode their own RdRps or by transgenes that encode 
inverted repeat RNAs (IR-RNAs). Spreading of RNA targeting and DNA methylation in 
RNA silencing requires transcription of the target gene and a putative RdRp (Vaistij et 






Table 3 Genes involved in gene silencing across various organisms 









The proposed role of the cellular RdRp 
in Arabidopsis is to convert an aberrant 
ss RNA of a transgene into a dsRNA to 
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AGO4  silencing, but not for inverted-repeat 
induced silencing  
 
SDE3 Arabidopsis 





RNA helicase RNA 
unwinding 
 






















The second set of genes includes QDE-2 from Neurospora (Catalanotto et al., 2000), 
RDE- 1 from C. elegans (Tabara et al., 1999), AGO1, AGO2 from Drosophila (Williams 
and Rubin 2002; Carmell et al., 2002) and AGO1, AGO4 from Arabidopsis (Fagard et al., 
2000; Zilberman et al., 2003). They are the Argonaute family proteins that contain two 
conserved PAZ and PIWI domains. AGO1 of Arabidopsis is homologous to QDE-2 and 
RDE-1, which are required for quelling in Neurospora and RNAi in C.elegans, 
respectively. An AGO-1 mutant displays pleiotropic developmental defects and was 
impaired in PTGS and viral resistance (Morel et al., 2002). AGO-1 is required for 
transgene silencing, but not for inverted-repeat induced silencing (Beclin et al., 2002). 
This suggested that AGO1 may function in recognizing aberrant RNAs, but not dsRNAs, 
to synthesize dsRNAs by RdRp for the initiation of PTGS. RDE-1 of C.elegans was 
identified by analyzing the mutants which were resistant to injection of dsRNA but not 
short antisense RNAs (Tabara et al., 1999; 2002). RDE-1 was proposed to act 
downstream of siRNA production, while RDE-4, a dsRNA binding protein, was directly 
involved in the dsRNA processing step based on their mutants’ abilities to process the 
injected dsRNAs (Parrish et al., 2001). The interaction of RDE-1 with RDE-4 which can 
also interact with C. elegans Dicer homolog-DCR-1 (RNase III) can initiate RNAi 
(Parrish et al., 2001; Tabara et al., 2002), suggesting that RDE-1 together with RDE-4 
may function to detect foreign dsRNA and to present this dsRNA to DCR-1 for 
processing.  
RNA helicase, DNA helicase, RNase D and dsRNA binding proteins form the third set. 
The SDE-3 from Arabidopsis (Dalmay et al., 2001), SMG-2 from C. elegans (Page et al., 
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1999), and MUT-6 from Chlamydomonas are homologues to RNA helicase (Wu-Scharf 
et al., 2000). They are proposed for RNA unwinding. SDE-3 is similar to, but clearly 
distinct from Upf1p and SMG-2, which are required for nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 
in yeast and C. elegans and, in the case of SMG-2, for PTGS (Dalmay et al., 2001). The 
QDE-3 from Neurospora encodes a DNA helicase belonging to the RecQ family of DNA 
helicases that generally function in DNA repair and recombination, and was proposed for 
the initiation of silencing (Cogoni and Macino, 1999 c). The MUT-7 is the first gene 
found to be involved in RNAi and transposon silencing in C. elegans, encoding a putative 
exoribonuclease (Ketting et al., 1999; Parrish et al., 2001). Recent progress showed that 
the interaction of RDE-2 with MUT-7 is required for RNAi in C. elegans in vivo, 
probably downstream of siRNA formation but upstream of siRNA mediated target RNA 
recognition (Tops et al., 2005). Both SGS3 and HEN1 are unique to plants and have no 
similarity with any other known proteins (Mourrain et al., 2000; Boutet et al., 2003). 
There are still a number of genes involved in the PTGS pathway that have been cloned 
such as SDE4 (Dalmay et al., 2000b). 
 
1.1.3.2 Process of gene silencing 
Although genetic studies provide the first clue about the RNA silencing pathway, the 
most detailed insight on how PTGS proceeds in vivo has come from biochemical 
experiments with Drosophila extracts (Tuschl et al., 1999; Hammond et al., 2000; 
Ketting et al., 2001). Generally, gene silencing includes the initiation and maintenance of 
gene silencing.  
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The first step involves the cleavage of dsRNA into 21-25 nucleotides dsRNAs by Dicer, 
which is a dsRNA endonuclease (RNase III-like) (Hammond et al., 2000; Ketting et al., 
2001). Dicer contains an ATP-dependent RNA helicase, a PAZ domain, two RNase III 
domains and a dsRNA-binding domain. Homologs of Dicer have been identified in 
Arabidopsis (Park et al., 2002a), C. elegans (Ketting et al., 2001; Grishok et al., 2001), 
mammals (Doi et al., 2003), and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Bernstein et al., 2001). 
The genetic and molecular data from C. elegans showed that Dicer was not the only 
component involved in this step. RDE-4, a dsRNA binding protein, and RDE-1 also 
function during the initial steps of RNAi to recognize foreign dsRNA and to present this 
dsRNA to DCR-1 (a Dicer homolog) for processing (Tabara et al., 2002). 
 
In the second step, the double stranded siRNA is unwound and the antisense siRNAs will 
serve as guides for RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), a ribonuclease complex, 
which cleaves the single-stranded mRNAs that are complementary to the antisense of 
siRNA (Bernstein et al., 2001; Nykanen et al., 2001). This process is ATP dependent. 
Cleavage is endonucleolytic and cleavage site locates in the middle of the paired region. 
Other subunits of RISC in Drosophila S2 cells are AGO2, a member of the Argonaute 
gene family (Hammond et al., 2001), dFXR, a homolog of the Drosophila fragile X 
mental retardation protein (FMRP), and VIG, a Vasa intronic gene (Caudy et al., 2002). 
Tudor staphylococcal nuclease (Tudor-sn) is the first RISC subunit to be identified that 
contains a recognizable nuclease domain, and could contribute to the degradation 
observed in RNAi (Caudy et al., 2003). Tudor-sn contains five 
staphylococcal/micrococcal nuclease domains and is a component of the RISC enzyme in 
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C. elegans, Drosophila and mammals (Caudy et al., 2003). Through gradient 
electrophoresis, R2D2 and Dicer-2 were found to be present in the RISC complex (stated 
in the next paragraph). 
1.1.3.3 Dicers at RISC 
A breakthrough in the study of gene silencing is the finding that Dicer forms a complex 
with RISC, the executer of gene silencing.  The siRNA-generating enzyme purified from 
Drosophila cells was found to consist of two stoichiometric subunits: Dicer-2 (DCR-2) 
and R2D2 which is homologous to the C. elegans RNAi protein RDE-4. The DCR-
2/R2D2 complex, but not DCR-2 alone, binds to siRNA and enhances sequence-specific 
messenger RNA degradation mediated by the RNA-initiated silencing complex (RISC), 
indicating that the Dcr-2/ R2D2 complex binds to siRNAs and facilitates its loading onto 
RISC ( Liu et al. 2003) . This conclusion was confirmed and extended by the separation 
and characterization of RNAi effector complexes by native gel electrophoresis. The three 
distinct complexes (R1, R2, and R3) identified were thought to be parts of an ordered 
pathway for RISC assembly: two intermediate complexes(R1+R2), including an initiating 
complex containing Dicer associated with siRNAs and a final assembly product (R3) 
"holo-RISC" (containing Dicers and R2D2) which is capable to bind and cleave targeted 
mRNAs in a cognate-siRNA-dependent manner (Pham et al., 2004). Taken together, Dcr-
2 is not only responsible for the generation of siRNA at the initiation stage, but also helps 
the transfer of siRNA to the RISC complex and participates into effecter step. Current 
effort is focused on how these different Dicers in plants and flies confer specificity in the 
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siRNA and microRNA (miRNA) pathway, and to understand why in some animals there 
is only one Dicer and it can perform effectively in both the siRNA and miRNA pathway. 
1.1.3.4 Amplification of siRNA 
Based on the fact that a single copy transgene was capable of inducing gene silencing 
effectively, it was suspected that there is an amplification of the silencing signal in the 
silenced tissues. Experiments in C. elegans suggest that RNAi requires a target RNA 
copying step by RdRp, without which siRNAs fail to reach sufficient concentration to 
accomplish target mRNA cleavage (Sijen et al., 2001). A high concentration of siRNA 
may be achieved in vivo by amplifying the primary siRNAs: the exogenous dsRNA is 
proposed to be diced into “primary” siRNAs that function as primers for new dsRNA 
synthesis which will then be diced into a new crop of siRNAs (Sijen et al., 2001). Such 
synthesis is likely to be catalyzed by the RdRp using target mRNA as a template for RNA 
synthesis. Genetic studies in plants and fungi proved the role for a family of RdRps in 
RNA silencing (Dalmay et al., 2000b; Mourrain et al., 2000; Cogoni and Macino 1999a). 
For example, the SDE1/SGS2 protein, one Arabidopsis RdRp homolog, is only required 
for sense transgene silencing but dispensable for virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) in 
which viruses encode their own RdRp proteins, and also dispensable for the silencing 
induced by an inverted-repeat construct which can produce dsRNA after transcription 
(Dalmay et al., 2000b; Beclin et al., 2002). A recent study on the Neurospora RdRp 
QDE-1 also support both de novo and primer-dependent initiation mechanisms (Makeyev 
and Bamford, 2002) by showing that purified recombinant protein QDE-1, a genetic 
component of PTGS in Neurospora, act as RNA polymerase in vitro to synthesize either 
extensive RNA chains that form template-length duplexes or ~9-21-mer complementary 
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RNA oligonucleotides scattered along the entire template on ssRNA templates (Makeyev 
and Bamford, 2002). 
Different from the amplification of siRNAs in plants and Neurospora, the siRNAs only 
guide endonucleolytic cleavage of the target RNA at single site, but do not serve as 
random primers to convert mRNA into dsRNAs that are subsequently degraded to 
generate new siRNAs in Drosophila embryo lysates in vitro and human cell lines in vivo. 
This, together with the absence of a clear RdRP ortholog available in Drosophila or 
mammalian genomic sequences reported previously (Lipardi et al., 2001), argues that 
RNAi may proceed without an RdRp in these organisms (Schwarz et al., 2002; Stein et 
al., 2003). Based on the above information, it is clear that there are significant differences 
among different organisms, even though they share common biochemical machinery.  
 
1.1.3.5 Different Dicers and their roles in siRNA and miRNA pathway  
RNA silencing phenomena, either the siRNA or the miRNA pathway (introduced in this 
chapter at the later part), intersect at the ribonuclease Dicer by cutting dsRNA 
intermediates into 21-25 nt siRNAs which will be further used by the RISC enzyme 
complex to regulate target mRNA degradation or translational repression. Different 
organisms have evolved different Dicers to fulfill their function in defense and 
regulation. Humans and C. elegans encode only one Dicer, which can process both 
dsRNA (in RNAi) and miRNA precursors. However, Drosophila has two Dicers, and 
Arabidopsis has four. In Arabidopsis, there are four Dicer-like enzyme (DCLs). DCL1 
(originally known as: CARPEL FACTORY,   SHORT INTEGUMENTS1, or 
SUSPENSOR1) and DCL3 accumulate mainly in the nucleus. DCL1 is necessary for 
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stepwise processing of miRNAs from their imperfect stem-loop precursors; DCL3 is 
required for siRNAs which guide epigenetic modifications of transposons and 
endogenous loci in transcriptional gene silencing (TGS). DCL1 together with DCL4 are 
needed for the step-wise biogenesis of trans-acting siRNA which require the cleavage of 
RNA precursor by miRNA as the first step (Xie et al., 2005). DCL2 is required for the 
efficient accumulation of certain virus derived siRNAs (Xie et al., 2004)  
 
Although mutation of DCL1 impairs miRNA but not siRNA production (Finnegan et al., 
2003), further studies of the effect of DCLs mutations on viral siRNA accumulation in A. 
thaliana reached the conclusion that plant RNA virus-induced gene silencing was not the 
result of one specific DCL, it might be the combinatorial interactions between different 
DCLs or the result of DCLs which have overlapping functions in VIGS. The PIWI 
domain which is conserved in all these DCLs are important for protein-protein 
interaction, thus may help the sub-cellular redistribution of some DCLs for proper 
function during virus infection. 
 
There are two Dicer proteins in Drosophila: Dcr-1 and Dcr-2, and they seem to have 
different functions in RNA silencing. dcr-1 flies displayed only mild RNAi defects but 
had half-sized eyes with several morphological aberrations; in contrast, dcr-2 null alleles 
had a complete RNAi defect in the eye but wild-type appearance (and a normal level of 
miRNA processing) (Lee et al., 2004). These observations imply that Dcr-1 is vital in 
miRNA-triggered gene silencing and Dcr-2 is the major siRNA producing enzyme in 
RNAi (Lee et al. 2004). But further research showed that the separation of functions of 
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Drosophila Dicer was not absolute, they co-operate with each other for a more efficient 
silencing, and Dcr-2 can not only cleave long dsRNAs into siRNAs but also play a role 
downstream of siRNA formation. This observation was consistent with the experiments 
done in mammalian cells where siRNAs failed to induce RNAi upon cotransfection of 
siRNAs directed against Dicer, indicating that Dicer are important factors downstream of 
siRNA generation (Doi et al., 2003).   
1.1.4 Systemic silencing signal 
Not only in plants but also in fungi and C. elegans, locally induced gene silencing can 
spread to distant sites throughout the organism, and the signal responsible for the 
systemic spreading is called systemic silencing signal or mobile silencing signal.  
 
In plants, people found that the systemic silencing signal moves both cell-to-cell and 
through the phloem bidirectionally, mimicking the movement of viruses and virus 
particles by using techniques such as grafting and transient expression together with 
different virus encoded gene silencing suppressors (Palauqui et al., 1997; Voinnet et 
al.,1997). In grafting experiments, systemic silencing was transmitted across a graft 
junction from spontaneously silenced transgenic tobacco rootstocks to isogenic scions 
that had not silenced spontaneously (Palauqui et al., 1997). Silencing in the scion was 
specific for the coding sequence that was silenced in the rootstock, demonstrating that the 
mobile signal is sequence specific. The sequence specificity suggested that the mobile 
signal is a nucleic acid or includes a nucleic acid. The silencing signal moves through the 
phloem as has been most evident from the establishment of systemic silencing along 
major and minor veins prior to subsequent spread into mesophyll cells. A host small 
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RNA binding protein-PSRP (Phloem SMALL RNA BINDING PROTEIN) was identified 
in the phloem sap of pumpkin (Cucurbita maxima), cucumber (Cucumis sativus) and 
lupin (Lupinus albus). PSRP binds selectively to 25-nucleotide single-stranded RNA 
species, and it is essential for long distance transmission of silencing signal (Yoo et al., 
2004). 
 
To date no one knows what exactly the mobile silencing signal is. According to their 
sequence specificity, researchers suggest that the candidate molecule could possibly be 
siRNA, or aberrant RNAs, or the dsRNA which induce gene silencing, or a mobile 
mRNA/protein complex. No direct evidence proved any of these candidates as the mobile 
silencing signal. There are two classes of siRNAs produced in plants from a silencing 
green fluorescent protein (GFP) transgene, short (21-22 nt) and long (24-26 nt) size 
classes (Hamilton et al., 2002). Viral suppressors (will be discussed later) of RNA 
silencing and mutations in Arabidopsis indicate that these two classes of siRNA have 
different roles. The long siRNA is dispensable for sequence-specific mRNA degradation, 
but correlates with systemic silencing and methylation of homologous DNA. Conversely, 
the short siRNA class correlates with mRNA degradation but not with systemic signaling 
or methylation (Hamilton et al., 2002). This suggests that the long siRNAs play a 
separate role which is associated with the systemic signaling of RNA silencing and RNA-
directed DNA methylation in the nucleus. 
 
Animals may also have a system of amplification and spread of silencing. Systemic silencing 
was found to spread from the intestine to other somatic tissues and germ lines when injecting 
dsRNA into intestine or feeding worms with E. coli expressing the target gene dsRNA 
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(Tabara et al., 1998). This observation indicates that RNAi can be transported across cell 
boundaries in C. elegans. Progeny analysis showed that RNAi can be inherited for several 
generations. Thus a system to pass a signal from cell to cell and a strategy for amplifying the 
signal should exist in C. elegans and possibly in other animals. 
 
The signaling pathway or genes involved are largely unknown. RDR6 and SDE3 which 
are components of the plant RdRp were shown to affect the spread of systemic silencing, 
possibly by inhibiting the amplification of the signal through reducing the generation of 
dsRNA from transgene mRNA. A gene encoding a putative transmembrane protein SID-1 
which is essential for systemic RNA silencing has been identified in C. elegans (Winston 
et al., 2002). 
1.1.5 Natural roles of RNA silencing 
Based on the fact that gene silencing can be induced by plant virus and animal virus, it 
was proposed that gene silencing was the host antiviral response in the presence of 
invading pathogens. This idea was supported by several lines of evidence. Experiments 
on plant and animal virus showed that almost all viruses could induce gene silencing and 
at the same time be the targets of gene silencing by transgenes or endogenous genes 
(Ruiz et al., 1998).Once RNA silencing of the transgene had been established, all RNAs 
with homology to the transgene were degraded, including those derived from an infecting 
virus (Lindbo et al., 1993). The idea that RNA silencing is an antiviral defense pathway 
is strengthened by observation of natural plant-virus interactions. First, plants can recover 
from certain plant viral infections and the recovered plants are resistant to secondary 
infections by either the same virus or closely related viruses, indicating that the acquired 
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resistance depends on nucleotide sequence similarity (Covey et al., 1997; Ratcliff et al., 
1997). Second, many plant viruses encode proteins that suppress RNA silencing, 
suggesting a coevolution of defense and counterdefense between the host and the 
invading viruses (Voinnet et al., 1999). Third, the competition of silencing signal with 
the movement of virus may determine the fate of the virus (Voinnet et al., 2000). 
 
One recent study has demonstrated that another Arabidopsis RdRp homologue gene-
AtRdRp1 plays an important role in antiviral defense (Yu et al., 2003). AtRdRp1 is 
induced by salicylic acid treatment and virus infection. An AtRdRp1 knockout mutant 
accumulated higher and more persistent levels of viral RNAs. These results suggest that 
one or more of the four Arabidopsis RdRp homologs may specifically recognize viral 
aberrant RNAs. But the mechanism is not clear, as viral siRNA accumulation was not 
decreased in theAatRdRp1 mutant (Yu et al., 2003). 
 
RNAi also plays a role in viral defense in animals. RNA silencing is an adaptive defense 
for virus replication in both Drosophila and mosquito cell lines (Li et al., 2002; Li et al., 
2004). More evidence for this comes from transgenic mosquitoes which were 
transformed with a fragment of California serogroup virus, are resistant to the virus 
replication (Powers et al., 1996). RNAi is becoming a powerful tool against human viral 




RNA silencing also protects genome as shown by C. elegans and Chlamydomonas RNAi 
defective mutants in which there is a high frequency of spontaneous mutation due to 
enhanced mobility of transposable DNA (Tabara et al., 1999; Ketting et al., 1999; Wu-
Scharf et al., 2000). In principle, this genome protection could be targeted through the 
DICER/RISC process at mRNAs of enzymes required for DNA transposition. However, 
RNA silencing leads to methylation of the target DNA as well as degradation of the 
target RNA. The evidence from animal models also shows that there are mechanistic 
links between PTGS and TGS. These findings indicate that suppression of transposable 
elements in C. elegans and Chlamydomonas could be mediated by the effect of RNA 
silencing on DNA or chromatin. 
 
Gene silencing might fulfill a role in mRNA surveillance by removing the aberrant 
nonfunctional RNAs from the nuclear or cellular pool of RNAs. This could happen when 
the aberrant RNAs are produced above a threshold level. This idea was supported by the 
discovery that mutations in certain SMG genes, which are required for mRNA 
surveillance in C. elegans, show a defect in the attenuation of RNAi (Domeier et al., 
2000). Another line of evidence is the mutation of Arabidopsis SDE-3 gene which is 
homologous to the C. elegans SMG-2 gene renders plants resistant to PTGS (Dalmay et 
al., 2001).  
 
Gene silencing pathways can regulate plant or animal development by changing the 
expression of endogenous protein-coding genes. This may attribute to the crosstalk of 
gene silencing with miRNA pathway as discussed in section 1.3.  
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1.2 Gene silencing suppressors 
As stated above, gene silencing is a kind of antiviral immune response, and it enables the 
host to recognize and destroy the invading viruses before they have time to infect 
systematically. To fight back, viruses encode proteins which can counteract the host gene 
silencing machinery. 
1.2.1 Discovery of viral gene silencing suppressor 
In viruses, there are some proteins which are symptom determinants, and many of these 
proteins are gene silencing suppressors. Several methods were developed to identify and 
characterize viral gene silencing suppressors. 
 
The first method was the viral based heterologous expression and symptoms accentuation 
assay. Viral vector expressed target proteins were tested on their ability to increase 
symptoms. Several suppressors were identified by this method including HC-Pro, P19, 
AC2 and 2b (Anandalakshmi et al., 1998; Kasschau et al., 1998; Voinnet et al., 2003; 
Voinnet et al., 1999; Li et al., 2002); but because of its long interval of sampling, the 
dynamic aspects of viral silencing suppression may be overshadowed or compromised by 
other reactions during the time before sampling.  
The second method used widely was stable expression assay. A transgenic plant 
expressing the candidate viral gene was made and subsequently crossed with a series of 
well characterized transgenic lines silenced for a reporter gene. The mechanism of 
suppression was achieved by analyzing the seedling of the next generation 
(Anandalakshmi et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2004). The transgenic plants 
can also be used to investigate whether a suppressor can suppress systemic silencing by 
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grafting experiment (Guo et al., 2002). But the stable expression assay cannot separate 
the early and late stages of gene silencing. 
The third method was Agrobacterium-mediated transient expression assay. In the 
transient expression assay, Nicotiana benthamiana transgenic plant carrying the GFP 
transgene was used as the reporter system.  The candidate suppressor protein was co-
delivered with a GFP transgene (the same as the reporter gene) construct which could 
trigger gene silencing. The infiltrated patch initially expressed high levels of GFP, and 
the GFP expression decreased with the onset of local gene silencing; but if the co-
infiltrated Agobacterium (harboring the viral protein gene) interferes with the RNA 
silencing, the patch will remain bright green under UV light. This method is simple and 
easy to apply, so it was the most widely used method in identifying putative gene 
silencing suppressors. The introduction of Agrobacterium may have some side effects 
(such as plant defense/ stress response) on the experiment. 
 
Recently a protoplast based system was developed to study the gene silencing and viral 
gene silencing suppressors at the cellular level (Qi et al., 2004). In this protoplast system, 
gene silencing could be induced by various gene silencing inducers and significant 
suppression was observed by co-transfection of viral suppressors with gene silencing 
inducers. As listed in the paper, there are some other unique advantages of this protoplast 
system: the cells are more homogenous than in a plant body; different combinations of 
testing agents can be introduced together with the targets to learn about the effect of a 
particular agent on silencing; detailed time course studies can be performed to learn about 
the kinetic features of the RNA silencing pathway, etc. Using this method, new features 
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of some previously well studied suppressors were found: for example Cucumber mosaic 
virus (CMV) 2b protein, which was shown previously to function predominantly by 
preventing the long-distance transmission of systemic silencing signals, was a very strong 
silencing suppressor in the protoplasts. But the protoplast system can not be used to study 
systemic RNA silencing. 
 
In animals, a similar system was used for the identification and characterization of animal 
viral suppressors. The first experiment done was in Drosophila S2 cells showing that 
Flock House Virus (FHV) B2 protein was an animal viral suppressor (Li et al., 2002). 
Later different cell systems were used: Mosquito A. gambiae 4a-234 cells (Li et al., 
2004), 293T cells (a human embryonic kidney cell line) (Lu, et al., 2004; Soldan et al., 
2005), c6/36(an epithelial cell-like mosquito cell line) (Soldan et al., 2005), Hela cells 
(Lu, et al., 2004) etc. In all these experiment systems, different gene silencing inducers 
such as sense or antisense RNA or dsRNA together with the gene tested were used to co-
transfect cells, then similar molecular analysis as in the plant protoplast system was 
carried out to detect the changes of high molecular weright (HMW) and low molecular 
weight (LMW) RNA, respectively. 
1.2.2 Plant virus-encoded suppressors  
Using different combinations of the methods mentioned above, around 20 virus encoded 
suppressors (Table 2) have been identified. These viral gene silencing suppressors are 
structurally and functionally diverse. They suppress the gene silencing process at 
different stages. For some of the gene silencing suppressors, researchers obtained  
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Table 4 RNA-silencing suppressors encoded by plant, insect and vertebrate viruses  





contradictory results using different experiment systems for some gene silencing 
suppressors. New insights were uncovered in new experimental conditions such as the 
observation of strong suppression of local PTGS of CMV2b in the protoplast system (Qi 
et al., 2004). 
Since the gene silencing machinery share some key regulators with the miRNA pathway 
which is important in both plant and animal development, the gene silencing suppressors 
which interfere with the gene silencing pathway also showed different effects on the 
miRNA production and therefore lead to significantly different levels of abnormities in 
plant development. Generally, these plant gene silencing suppressors were classified into 
two groups: one group was the suppressors which could affect gene silencing by 
inhibiting small RNA accumulation; and the other group was the suppressors which could 
not affect small RNA accumulation, but they could affect the systemic silencing.  
 
In the first group, HC/Pro of Tobacco etch virus (TEV) could alter the accumulation of 
siRNA and several kinds of miRNA (Hamilton et al., 2002; Mallory et al., 2001; 
Kasschau et al., 2003). In the transient expression assay, HC/Pro could inhibit not only 
the local PTGS, but also the systemic silencing signal (Anandalakshmi et al., 1998; 
Kasschau et al., 1998). When crossed with stably silenced tobacco, HC/Pro could 
suppress the IR transgene-induced gene silencing and amplicon transgene-induced gene 
silencing but not sense transgene-induced gene silencing (Mallory et al. 2002). HC-Pro 
was thought to target a PTGS maintenance (as opposed to an initiation or signaling) 
component at a point that affects accumulation of small RNAs and methylation of 
genomic DNA (Llave et al., 2000). Another example in this group was CMV 2b: CMV2b 
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could not reverse established PTGS, but it was able to inhibit PTGS in newly emerged 
leaves (Brigneti et al., 1998) and in agroinoculated leaves and protoplasts. Compared 
with HC/Pro which could reverse established PTGS, CMV2b and HC/Pro should have 
basic differences in the underlying suppression mechanism especially the interacting 
proteins.  
In the second group, Potato virus X (PVX) p25 has no effect on local gene silencing and 
the accumulation of siRNAs but it can block the spread of the systemic silencing signal, 
whether the silencing was induced by transgene or amplicon (Voinnet et al., 2000). Till 
now, there is only one case found in this group, so maybe there are still more suppressors 
which have the similar properties to be identified. The investigation on why PVX p25 can 
suppress systemic silencing without changing the local silencing would enlighten our 
understanding the complexity of gene silencing. 
 
Through the long history of virus evolution, some viruses may encode more than one 
gene silencing suppressor to evade the host gene silencing attack. Three distinct 
suppressors of RNA silencing encoded by Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) were identified 
(Lu. et al., 2004). CTV is an approximately 20-kb plus-strand RNA virus: its p20 and p23 
gene could restore expression of the silenced GUS transgene when introduced by genetic 
crosses; CP and p20 but not p23 could suppress intercellular silencing. CP suppresses 
intercellular silencing without interfering with intracellular silencing. It is clear that 
intracellular and intercellular silencing are each targeted by different proteins in CTV. 
The authors proposed that the sophisticated viral counter-defense strategy CTV evolved 
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may be essential for protecting CTV with such a large RNA genome from antiviral 
silencing in the perennial tree host. 
1.2.3 Animal virus-encoded suppressors 
 Gene silencing suppressors exist not only in the plant system. An animal virus FHV was 
found to encode a viral silencing suppressor B2 and this suppressor was able to suppress 
the gene silencing induced by the transfection of FHV in the Drosophila S2 cells (Li et 
al., 2002). When FHV B2 was introduced into the plant transient expression system, it 
could also suppress PTGS induced by a transgene. This provided direct evidence that 
RNA silencing naturally acts as a conserved adaptive antiviral defense in plants and 
animals.  
 
After the discovery of FHV B2 as an animal gene silencing suppressor, continuous efforts 
by other groups also found several other animal viral gene silencing suppressors. 
Nodamura virus (NoV) nonstructural protein B2 was found to be able to enhance viral 
RNA accumulation in both mammalian and insect cells by comparing the replication if 
wild-type NoV RNA with that of mutants unable to make the B2 proteins (Johnson et al., 
2004). This experiment also confirmed the result of FHV which also belong to the 
Nodaviridae family (Li et al, 2002). Research from another group further elaborated the 
mechanism of B2 inhibition function. They found that NoV B2 could bind to pre-Dicer 
substrate RNA and RISC-processed RNAs and inhibit the Dicer cleavage reaction 
(Sulliven et al., 2005). Its capacity to bind to Dicer precursor and post-Dicer RISC-
processed RNAs suggests a mechanism of inhibition that is unique among known viral 
inhibitors of RNAi.     
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Through the functional screening in cultured Drosophila cells, the interferon antagonist 
proteins of four mammalian viruses (E3L from Vaccinia virus; A/NS1 from Influenza 
virus A; B/NS1 from Influenza virus B; C/NS1 from Influenza virus C) were identified as 
suppressors of the Drosophila RNA silencing based antiviral response (Li et al., 2004). 
Similarly, La Crosse Virus (LACV) nonstructural protein (NSs) was also found to be able 
to counteract the effects of short interfering RNA when the authors used synthetic 
siRNAs targeting specific RNA segments of the LACV genome for segment-specific 
inhibition of transcription. LACV NSs protein inhibited RNAi directed against both an 
LACV M fragment construct and a host gene (Soldan et al., 2005). Taken together, 
mammalian viruses and the mammalian virus-encoded suppressor proteins were thought 
to be essential features for a successful co-existence of viruses and its mammalian host, 
the same as what had been established for viruses that infect plants and invertebrates. 
Related evidence reported the first viral gene product which was capable of inhibiting 
RNAi in human cells (Lu and Cullen, 2004). Adenoviruses are a family of dsDNA viruses 
that generate large amounts of dsRNA during their replication and thus should induce 
strong RNAi in the process.VA1 noncoding RNA is a ~160-nt-long structured RNA that 
is expressed at extraordinarily high levels during adenoviral replication (Mathews et al., 
1991). Through cotransfection of indicator constructs with short hairpin RNAs 
(shRNAs), synthetic siRNAs, or miRNAs, VA1 RNAs was found to inhibit the 
biogenesis of both miRNAs and siRNAs by inhibiting nuclear export of the pre-miRNAs 
and shRNA precursors for mature miRNAs and siRNAs. Gel shift assay showed that 
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VA1 RNAs could bind to Dicer directly and may inhibit Dicer function by sequestering it 
away from its normal physiological substrates (Lu and Cullen, 2004). 
1.2.4 Molecular basis of silencing suppression 
Although many gene silencing suppressors have been found, there is little knowledge of 
how these gene silencing suppressors inhibit the gene silencing machinery at the 
molecular level. Based on the diversified structures and functions of these gene silencing 
suppressors, the molecular bases of gene silencing suppression should also be quite 
different. The most significant advances in the understanding of the modes of suppression 
action were based on the studies of several gene silencing suppressors, including 
Potyvirus HC-Pro, Tombusvirus p19, Adenovirus VA1, TCV CP etc.  
 
HC-Pro represents the group of gene silencing suppressors which adopts the strategy of 
recruitment of endogenous negative regulators of RNA silencing. Using HC-Pro as a bait, 
the HcPro-interacting factor named rgsCaM (regulator of gene silencing CaM) was 
identified. Further analysis found that rgsCaM could function as an endogenous silencing 
suppressor through an unknown calcium-dependent pathway (Anandalakshmi et al., 
2000). Similarly, ERI-1 (Enhanced RNAi-1) from C. elegans was able to cut siRNAs into 
shorter fragments which lost their ability in induction of gene silencing. These proteins 
belong to a subfamily of evolutionary conserved DEDDh nucleases (Kennedy et al., 
2004). They may contribute to the silencing suppression by plant and animal viruses. 
 
The second suppression strategy involves the inhibition of key components or key steps 
of the RNA silencing pathways. Tombusviral p19 protein is a strong gene silencing 
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suppressor which inhibits the accumulation of siRNA in the co-infiltration assay (Silhavy 
et al., 2002). In vitro, GST-fused P19 specifically binds to chemically synthesized siRNA 
duplexes and shows an otherwise poor affinity for other nucleic acids, including long 
dsRNAs or ss siRNAs (Silhavy et al., 2002). In vivo, p19 co-fractionates with 
tombusvirus-derived siRNAs in infected tissues (Lakatos, et al., 2004) and co-
immunoprecipitates with small RNAs in p19 transgenic A. thaliana (Dunoyer, et al., 
2004; Chapman et al., 2004). With the crystal structure information of p19, it is clear that 
p19 homodimers could bind directly to siRNAs specifically by size but not the sequence 
of the siRNA. The binding of p19 to the siRNA duplex will prevent the unwinding of the 
siRNA duplex by RNA helicase which will lead to the failure of RISC assembly and 
finally the suppression of gene silencing (Vargason et al., 2003; Ye et al., 2003). Since 
siRNAs are ubiquitously involved in RNA silencing, the author predicted that P19 would 
be effective in a broad range of organisms, which was verified by studies in human and 
D. melanogaster cells (Dunoyer, et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004). 
 
Silencing suppression could also be RNA- rather than protein-mediated. As stated in the 
known gene silencing suppressors, Adenovirus viral derived small RNAs (vsRNAs) 
generated by Dicer cleavage of VA1 non-coding RNA could outcompete productive 
vsRNAs for loading into RISC. Because of the large amount of vsRNAs and most of 
them are not accessible to RISC, the host gene silencing was blocked (Lu et al., 2004). In 
this aspect, the strategy Adenoviruses used shares some similarity with that of TBSV 
p19. They both interfere with the effecter step by blocking the access of RISC to the 
vsRNA or siRNA. 
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TCV CP which also reduces the accumulation of siRNA might adopt another strategy or 
multiple strategies to interfere with the RNA silencing. Through the study in protoplasts, 
TCV CP could inhibit the degradation of long dsRNA precursor into siRNAs (Qi et al., 
2004). The detailed mechanism on how CP inhibits the degradation is still not clear, 
possibly by the competitive binding of dsRNA. The evidence that TCV CP could also 
inhibit sense-transgene induced gene silencing indicates that CP may have other means to 
overcome RNA silencing.  
 
The last strategy relies on modifications of the host gene expression. Geminivirus 
transcriptional-activator proteins (TrAPs) are gene silencing suppressors. The nuclear 
localization and zinc- and DNA-binding activities of TrAPs are all required for their 
suppressor function, indicating that TrAPs function at the host-DNA level (Hartitz et al., 
1999). TrAPs could induce the expression of some proteins such as WERNER 
EXONUCLEASE-LIKE 1 (WEL1) which is related to the gene silencing positive effecter 
proteins MUT-7 (mutator 7) and WERNER SYNDROME-LIKE EXONUCLEASE 
(WEX) (Ketting et al., 1999; Glazov et al., 2003).  
 
The strategies listed above are only a little glimpse of the complicated interactions 
between viruses and hosts which have evolved ever since their first encounters. The 
genetic information and molecular basis of gene silencing suppression help progress in 
genomic and developmental fields.  
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1.3 MiRNA 
MiRNAs are endogenous ~22nt RNAs that play important regulatory roles in animals and 
plant development by targeting mRNAs for cleavage or translational repression. They 
share some similarities with siRNAs in the biogenesis and function as summarized in 
Table 3. The first two well studied miRNAs were lin-4 RNAs and let-7 RNAs which 
were shown to be capable of repress translation by pairing with the 3’ UTR of the target 
gene in C. elegans (Lee et al., 1993; Reinhart et al., 2000). Intense effort was put on the 
finding and cloning of similar endogenous small molecules from Arabidopsis, rice, C. 
elegans, Drosophila, Homo sapiens, etc. As a result, 3424 entries of miRNA (Oct, 2005 
release 7.1) were available in the miRbase sequence database maintained by Sanger in 
UK, and these miRNA sequences include the sequencing and function confirmed ones as 
well as the computer predicted ones 
(http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/sequences/help/summary.shtml). Among these, 117 
Arabidopsis miRNA genes in the database give rise to 73 distinct mature sequences, 62 
of which have been experimentally confirmed. 
1.3.1 miRNA biogenesis 
Although miRNAs were found in different organisms, the detailed studies on miRNA 
biogenesis were carried out mainly in animal systems. The first step of miRNA 
generation is the transcription of miRNA gene which has the potential to form stem-loop 
structures by RNA polymerase (pol II and polIII) to generate pri-miRNA. The miRNA 
genes transcribed are genomic loci residing in introns which likely share regulatory 
elements and primary transcript with their pre-mRNAs or transcribed from their own  
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Table 3 Similarities and differences of miRNA and siRNA 
 
Differences miRNA siRNA 
Origin  Genomic loci distinct from other 
recognized genes 
mRNAs, transposons, viruses, or 
heterochromatic DNA 
Precursor  Processed from transcripts that 
can form local RNA hairpin 
structures 
Processed from long biomolecular 
RNA duplexes or extended 
hairpins 
Quantity  A single miRNA:miRNA duplex 
was generated from each 
miRNA hairpin precursor 
molecule 
A multitude of siRNA duplexes 
were generated from each siRNA 
precursor molecule, different 
siRNAs accumulate from both 
strands of the extended dsRNA 
Conservation  Nearly always conserved in 
related organisms  




Hetero-silencing: silencing the 
genes which are very different 
from the genes they produced 
Auto-silencing: specify the 
silencing of the same locus(or 
very similar loci) from which they 
originate 
Similarities  miRNA siRNA 
Biogenesis  Dicer like protein was used for the maturation of miRNA duplex and 
siRNA duplex. A helicase protein unwinds the duplex and one strand 




The perfect complementarity of miRNA/siRNA in the coding region 
or UTR region can specify target mRNA cleavage; 
Low complementarity of miRNA/siRNA in the 3’ UTR can specify 
translational repression of one or more genes 
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promoters. These primary transcripts were called pri-miRNAs (Lee et al., 2002). It was 
reported that the structure rather than the sequence of the pre-miRNA determined the 
correct processing into miRNA (Parizotto et al., 2004). The 5’ end and center of the 
miRNA are the most stringently required sequences for cleavage (Parizotto et al., 2004). 
The continuous miRNA maturation was reported to occur through at least two sequential 
steps: the first step is the nuclear cleavage of the pri-miRNA by the Drosha RNase III 
endonuclease to liberate the ~6—70 nt stem-loop intermediate, miRNA precursor or the 
pre-miRNA (Lee et al., 2002; Zeng and Cullen, 2003). This pre-miRNA is actively 
transported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm by Ran-GTP and the export receptor 
Exportin-5 (Yi et al., 2003; Lund et al., 2004). The second step includes the recognition 
of the double-stranded portion of the pre-miRNA by Dicer which is also an RNase III 
endonuclease and cleavage of pre-miRNA to produce a siRNA-like imperfect duplex that 
comprises the mature miRNA and similar sized fragment derived from the opposing arm 
of the pre-miRNA (Lee et al., 2003). In the maturation process, Drosha cleavage is 
critical to the correct register of miRNA, it defines one end of the mature miRNA, while 
Dicer cuts up a ds RNA irrespective of its sequence (Lee et al., 2002, 2003). Maturation 
of miRNA appears to differ in plants. Based on the fact that pre-miRNAs were not 
compellingly detected in plants and plants defective in DCL1 (a Dicer-like protein known 
to assist in miRNA maturation and localized to the nucleus), it is possible that DCL1 
protein provides the Drosha functionality in plants by making the first cut that sets the 
register for miRNA maturation (Papp et al., 2003). After that, a second cut by DCL1 or 
another unknown enzyme was done to give miRNA:miRNA* duplex which were then 
translocated from the nucleus to the cytoplasm under the help of HASTY, the  
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plant ortholog of Exportin-5 (Bollman et al., 2003; Yi et al., 2003; Lund et al.,2004). 
The mechanism of miRNA/siRNA assembly into RISC is similar because the miRNA 
pathway of plants and animals appears to be biochemically indistinguishable from the 
central steps of RNA silencing pathways after being export to the cytoplasm. The 
miRNA:miRNA* duplex was suggested to unwind at the easier end and the one whose 5’ 
end is less tightly paired would be loaded onto RISC, which includes the protein R2D2 in 
mammals or the plant R2D2 homolog HYPONASTIC LEAVES1 (HYL1) (Bartel, 2004; 
Lu et al., 2000; Vazquez et al., 2004; Han et al., 2004). For those miRNA:miRNA* 
duplex with nearly equivalent stabilities at their ends, the helicase loads only one strand 
of each duplex but chooses each strand with similar frequency (Schwarz et al., 2003). 
This result explains why both strands of miRNA duplex accumulate at similar 
frequencies in a few vertebrates and insect genes.  
1.3.2 Mechanism of miRNA function: translational repression and 
mRNA cleavage  
In the 1990s, lin-4 RNA expression was found to coincide with a drop in LIN-14 protein 
without a change in lin-14 mRNA (Wightman et al., 1993; Olsen et al., 1999). Similar 
repression was observed for LIN-28, another message targeted by lin-4 (Seggerson et al., 
2002). Another example is let-7, RNA which is complementary to the 3’ UTR of lin-41 
and could inhibit the translation of LIN-41(Zeng et al., 2002; 2003). Translational 
repression was proposed to occur when there is low complementarity between the 
miRNA and its target mRNA. Thus it is reasonable to assume that translational repression 
is more prevalent in animals than in plants based on the fact of lower degree of 
complementarity detected. When the miRNA has sufficient complementarity to the 
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mRNA, the cytoplasmic incorporated miRNA will specify a cleavage as for siRNAs 
(Zeng et al., 2002; 2003; Doench et al., 2003). The cleavage will be located between the 
nucleotides paring to residues 10 and 11 of the miRNA, the same site as the siRNA-
guided cleavage. The miRNA can be recycled for the recognition and cleavage of 
additional mRNAs (Hutvagner and Zamore, 2002; Tang et al., 2003). 
1.3.3 miRNA function  
1.3.3.1 Methods used for the assessment of miRNA function  
Two types of experiments have been used to assess individual miRNA functions: one is 
to express target genes which have reduced complementarity to the miRNA so that the 
gene is miRNA-resistant. This experiment can cleanly dissect the role of miRNA in 
regulating the target without changing the expression of the target gene by using an 
alternative genetic code. Using this method, MIR-JAW and MIR164 overexpressed 
plants showed changed leaf phenotype and change of flowering time (Palatnik et al, 
2003; Laufs et al., 2004). Another method is to overexpress the miRNA gene, so that the 
function of the target genes will be reduced accordingly. miR172 resistant AP2 gene 
plant showed loss of floral determinacy and late flowering (Chen, 2004). 
 
1.3.3.2 Roles of animal miRNA 
Similar to the developmental defects caused by Lin-4 and let-7, other miRNAs identified 
in insects and mammals were all shown to be important for proper development, because 
their targets function in processes of neuronal development, tumor suppression, 
apoptosis, cell-fate decisions, etc (Mallory et al., 2004). The gene regulation by animal 
miRNA was proposed to operate at many levels (Lewis et al., 2003).  
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1.3.3.3 Roles of plant miRNA 
Developmentally or environmentally regulated plant miRNAs were required for plant 
meristem function, organ polarity and vascular development, floral patterning and 
hormone response. 
 
DCL1 and AGO1 represent the most important set of genes of miRNA regulation because 
they are key components of the gene silencing pathway and also important for miRNA 
biogenesis. DCL1 and AGO1 are targets for miR162 and miR168, respectively, which 
over-accumulate in the dcl1 and ago1 mutants, indicating that DCL1 and AGO1 are 
regulated by feedback control (Xie et al., 2003; Vaucheret et al., 2004). When a miRNA-
resistant version of AGO1 was expressed, the miRNA regulated drastic developmental 
defects were rescued (Vaucheret et al., 2004). dcl1-9 mutant accumulates reduced level 
of miRNAs and dcl1 mutants exhibit pleiotropic phenotypes, including embryonic arrest 
at the globular stage in null alleles and altered leaf morphology, delayed floral transition, 
and female-sterility in partial loss-of-function mutants (Schauer et al., 2002; Finnegan et 
al., 2003). 
 
Other genes were also found to be necessary for miRNA accumulation and proper 
development of plants. These genes include HYPONASTIC LEAVES 1 (HYL1) and 
HUA ENHANCER1 (HEN1). In hyl1 null mutants reduced miRNAs were detected, but 
the PTGS pathway was not affected. And the hyl1 mutant displays multiple defects of 
phytohormone-response (Lu et al., 2000; Vazquez et al., 2004; Han et al., 2004). Hen1 
mutants also displayed reduced miRNA accumulation. While HEN1 is not required for 
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miRNA processing, the presence of HEN1 could enhance the processing of miRNA. 
Experiments also showed that HEN1 is also needed for the processing of some siRNAs 
(Boutet et al., 2003; Xie et al., 2004).   
 
Other than components of the miRNA/siRNA pathway, a large proportion of 
transcription factors were found to be miRNA targets and the regulation of these genes by 
miRNAs were important for proper plant development. A model was proposed: plant 
miRNA function during cellular differentiation by mediating the degradation of key 
regulatory gene transcripts in specific daughter cell lineages (Rhoades et al., 2002). 
 
The HDZIP III genes PHB, PHAVOLUTA (PHV) and REVOLUTA (REV) belong to this 
group of genes. They are regulated by miR165/mi166 for a normal organ axis 
specification, vascular development and meristem function (Kidner et al., 2004). In-situ 
hybridization showed that miR165/166 was expressed in a complementary pattern to  
target mRNAs (Juarez et al., 2004). The miR164 regulated CUP-SHAPED 
COTYLEDONS (CUC) genes CUC1 and CUC2 are required to specify organ boundaries 
and to positively regulate SHOOTMERISTEMLESS1 (STM1) (Aida et al., 1997; 1999; 
Laufs et al., 2004; Mallory et al., 2004). From the above examples, we can see that some 
miRNAs could target multiple genes which usually belong to a gene family.  
 
1.3.3.4 Plant viral suppressors and miRNA-regulated plant development 
Since the PTGS and miRNA pathway are indistinguishable after the generation of 
siRNA/miRNA, it is possible that plant viral suppressors which interfere with the gene 
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silencing pathway will also affect the miRNA pathway, thus affecting miRNA regulated 
plant development. Transgenic plants expressing PTGS suppressors have shown just that 
(more details are elaborated below).  
 
The first report on suppressor interfering miRNA pathway comes from the work of HC-
Pro protein of TEV. HC-Pro was previously shown to be able to block sense-transgene 
silencing by severely reducing or eliminating siRNA accumulation (Mallory et al., 2001).  
Further experiments showed that infection of Arabidopsis with Turnip mosaic virus 
(TuMV) from the same genus as TEV resulted in severe developmental abnormalities of 
vegetative and reproductive organs, and these abnormalities were reproduced in the 
P1/HC-Pro transgenic Arabidopsis. The phenotypes were similar to dcl1 mutants. Further 
molecular analysis showed that P1/HC-Pro interferes with miR171-guided cleavage of 
several Scarecrow-like (SCL) mRNAs leading to the enhanced accumulation of SCL 
mRNA. In HC-Pro transgenic plants, DCL1 mRNA accumulates to a higher level due to 
suppression of miR162-guided cleavage, and elevated levels of DCL1 may drive miRNA 
precursor processing, leading to elevated levels of miRNAs (Xie et al., 2003). The 
expression level changes of these genes may be responsible for the observed 
developmental abnormality and sterility.  
 
Transgenic Arabidopsis containing Turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV) p69, Beet yellow 
virus (BYV) p21, Tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) p19 and TCV CP displayed 
differential leaf and rosette development, and obvious flower phenotypes and infertility 
were also observed (Chen et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2004). A correlation of strong 
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gene silencing suppressor and strong developmental phenotypes was projected based on 
the current observations. Recent progress on trans-acting siRNA (ta-siRNA) biogenesis 
and their function in plant development suggest that viral suppressors may also interfere 
with the proper accumulation of ta-siRNAs.  
 
From the analysis above, it is clear that the antiviral RNA-silencing response induced by 
viruses may interfere with the biogenesis and function of miRNAs which contribute to 
abnormal plant development. The independent study on Hibiscus chlorotic ringspot virus 
(HCRSV) CP described in this thesis supports this hypothesis. 
 
1.4 Ta-siRNAs 
Ta-siRNAs are endogenous siRNAs that direct the cleavage of nonidentical transcripts. 
ta-siRNAs were first identified by repeatedly cloning of several siRNAs clusters from the 
same genomic loci. They act in trans like plant miRNAs to target mRNA cleavage from 
distant loci (Peragine et al., 2004; Vazquez et al., 2004).   
 
ta-siRNAs require components of both the miRNA and siRNA pathways for their 
biogenesis. After AGO1-DCL1-HEN1-HYL1-dependent miRNA-guided cleavage of the 
trans-acting siRNA precursor (TAS), the 5’ or 3′ cleavage products were converted in an 
RDR6-SGS3–dependent manner into dsRNA that then was cleaved in phase by DCL4 
(Allen et al, 2005; Xie et al., 2005). miRNA-directed cleavage is required for setting the 
correct cleavage register (Allen et al., 2005). This biogenesis pathway of ta-siRNA 
establishes a link between the miRNA and siRNA pathways (Peragine et al., 2004; 
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Vazquez et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005). ta-siRNAs are  functionally similar to miRNAs 
in that they regulate the expression of genes to which they have limited similarity 
(Yoshikawa et al., 2005). Consistently, the ta-siRNAs could function similarly as 
miRNAs to regulate proper gene expression, and thus normal plant development.  
 
1.5   HCRSV 
HCRSV is a member of the family Tombusviridae, genus Carmovirus (Huang et al., 
2000). HCRSV primarily infects species in the Malvaceae family, naturally occurring in 
many hibiscus cultivars including Hibiscus cannabinus L. (kenaf), in which it incites 
chlorotic local lesions in one week and systemic necrotic ringspots in about two weeks. 
In the experimental host, Chenopodium quinoa, it induces only chlorotic local lesions, 2-
3 mm in diameter in around 10 days. The virus is transmitted by mechanical inoculation, 
and through seed but not by vectors.  
1.5.1 HCRSV genome organization and recent research progress on 
this virus 
HCRSV has a positive sense single-strand RNA (3911 nt) encapsidated into an 
icosahedral capsid of 28 nm diameter. Its RNA encodes 7 open reading frames (ORFs) 
expressed from the genomic and two subgenomic RNAs; among these 7 ORFs, p23 and 
p27 represents two new ORFs (Huang et al., 2000). A protoplast system was successfully 
developed in kenaf (the systemic host of HCRSV) for investigating HCRSV gene 







Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of HCRSV genome organization. P28 and p81 
encode the putitive RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, p8 and p9 encode the putitive 
movement proteins, p38 encodes the coat protein which makes up the capsid of the 
virus. P23 and p27 are two new ORFS.  sgRNA1 and sgRNA2 refers to subgenomic 
RNA (2177-3911) and subgenomic RNA(2437-3911), respectively. 
gRNA 
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 The 5’-proximal ORF and its amber terminator readthrough encodes RdRp which is 
involved in viral replication; using purified RdRp from HCRSV infected H. cannabinus 
L., an in vitro replication system was established and used to dissect the viral replication 
pathway (Wang et al., 2004). It was found that the specific sequence CCC at the 3' 
terminus and the two stem-loop (SL) structures located in the 3'UTR are essential for 
efficient minus-strand synthesis of HCRSV (Wang et al., 2004). In another experiment 
using an in vitro translation system, the 3' untranslated  region (UTR) of HCRSV 
significantly enhanced the translation of several open reading on gRNA and sgRNA  and 
a six-nucleotide segment(GGGCAG) within the 3' UTR of HCRSV plays an essential 
role in translational enhancement (Koh et al., 2002). 
  
p23 overlaps with p28. Anonymous site mutations showed that p23 is indispensable for 
host specific viral replication (Liang et al., 2002b).  p27 and the co-termination p25 and 
p22.5 was present in the in vitro translation system, although the presence of these 
proteins in its natural host still need to be clarified. Through an in vitro translation 
system, it was showed that the CUG start codon of p27 regulates the expression of coat 
protein (p38).   
 
1.5.2 Coat protein of HCRSV 
The CPs of plant viruses have multiple functions including encapsidation of nucleic 
acids, interaction with other proteins encoded by viral and host plant genomes (Ren et al., 
2000), involvement in cell-to-cell or systemic movement (Nagano et al., 1999; Ding et 
al., 1996), genome activation (Tellnado and Bol, 2000; van der Vossen et al., 1994), 
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induction of hypersensitive response (HR) and symptom modulation (Taraporewala and 
Culver, 1996; Lin and Heaton, 1999). Mutation of viral CP may lead to attenuation of 
symptoms or abolition of viral infection in some host species (Laakso and Heaton, 1993, 
Huang et al., 2000). 
 
The HCRSV CP is 38 kDa, and it consists of an internal RNA-binding domain (R), a 
shell-forming domain (S) and a protruding domain (P). The icosahedral (T=3) viral 
capsid was made up of 180 copies of CP. Using purified virus particle from HCRSV 
infected kenaf as starting material, the virus was crystallized and diffracted X-ray to at 
least 4.5 Å resolution (Lee et al., 2003).  The HCRSV virion was reconstructed to about 
12 Å  resolution from cryo-EM images using the program EMAN (Doan et al., 2003).  
 
It was reported that CP amino acid composition of HCRSV was altered and its progeny 
virus lost its virulence in kenaf after HCRSV was serially passaged from H.  rosa-
sinensis to C. quinoa (Hurtt, 1987). To further investigate the nature of the amino acid 
mutations in the CP and to determine the factors contributing to avirulence in kenaf, the 
CP region of the serial passaged HCRSV was isolated from the local lesions and was 
sequenced. Site-specific mutations of HCRSV in C. quinoa plants after serial passages 
were identified and three of these mutations which lead to changes in the amino acid 
were enough to cause avirulence in kenaf (Liang et al., 2002a).  
 
Other studies on HCRSV CP include a study of translational regulation in our lab: by 
using homologous and heterogous bicistronic constructs, a CP internal ribosome entry 
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site (IRES) of around 100 bp was found upstream of the CP gene and the co-oorporation 
of this IRES with the 3’ UTR of HCRSV could enhance the expression of CP gene at the 
3’ end of the genome (Koh et al, 2003).  
1.6 Rationales and objectives of this project 
1.6.1 The gap of current knowledge 
Although gene silencing has been developed into an RNAi technique for the study of 
endogenous gene function, the detailed molecular mechanism is still largely unknown. 
The current knowledge of gene silencing comes from elegant in vitro and genetic studies 
in organisms other than plants.The research of different groups found that there are 
significant differences in gene silencing of plants as compared with other organisms. 
Viral suppressors acting downstream of dsRNA will provide new insights into the 
silencing pathway which could not be achieved by genetic analysis.  
 
 Analysis of the viral suppressors known to date found that most of them are different in 
sequence and structure, and they act at different stages of the gene silencing pathway. But 
their specific functions of many of them still remain to be fully understood. The 
molecular basis of the inhibition of the systemic silencing signal and how the different 
proteins of the silencing complex interact to block PTGS are largely unknown. So the 
identification of new viral suppressors is needed to make the whole picture clearer as to 
how viruses have evolved such features to counteract PTGS in plants.   
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1.6.2 The objectives of the research  
 
The objectives of this research were: 
1. To identify gene silencing suppressor encoded by HCRSV using the GFP transgenic N. 
benthamiana L. transient expression and viral vector based heterozygous expression 
systems. 
2. To determine the stage(s) at which the suppressor blocks the gene silencing pathway. 
This can be achieved by crossing the silencing suppressor transgenic Arabidopsis lines 
with other well characterized transgenic Arabidopsis silenced lines for certain reporter 
genes (transgene or inverted repeat transgene or amplicon transgene). 
3. To investigate whether the identified suppressor interferes with miRNA and ta-siRNA  
pathways and whether it plays a role in plant development by comparing selected 
miRNAs and ta-siRNA in the suppressor transgenic and wild type Arabidopsis.  
4. To search for host protein(s) which interact with the suppressor using the Tandem 
Affinity Purification (TAP) method. 
  
This research may lead to the identification of new members of the gene silencing 
suppressor family, and the investigation of suppression mechanism should provide useful 
information on the whole picture of gene silencing pathway. Moreover, a comparison of 
the gene silencing suppressors identified in HCRSV and TCV (another member in the 
same Tombusviridae family) on the effect of plant development and viral symptom 
development could improve our understanding of how they affect symptom development. 
The results of this research may be of importance in facilitating the development of 
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improved gene transfer methodologies and in improving transgenic technologies to obtain 
a more stable expression of transgenes in genetically modified crops. 
In this study, the N. benthamiana and Arabidopsis systems were used instead of kenaf 
because they are easy to manipulate genetically. Detailed information on how these two 




Chapter 2 General materials and methods 
2.1 Media and buffers 
Commonly used media and buffers are shown in Appendix 1. 
2.2 Plant materials and inoculation 
2.2.1 Plant materials and growth conditions  
Kenaf seedlings (2-weeks old) were grown in the plant growth room under the conditions 
of 16 h light and 8 h dark at 25 °C. GFP transgenic N. benthamiana line 16C carried one 
copy of GFP-transgene at a single locus and is homozygous (Ruis et al., 1998). N. 
benthamiana plants were grown in growth chambers under the condition of 16 h 
photoperiod, 75% humidity at 22°C.   
Arabidopsis lines used in this study were C24, Col-0, L1 (GUS silencing line) (Mourrain 
et al., 2000d), Amp (PVX-GFP silencing line) (Dalmay et al., 2000a), GFP (35S-GFP 
expression line) (Dalmay et al., 2000a), GxA (silencing line) (Dalmay et al., 2000a), sgs2 
(another RdRp loss of function mutant in L1 genetic background) (Mourrain et al., 2000). 
For plants grown in soil, Arabidopsis seeds were allowed to imbibe on water-wetted filter 
paper at 4˚C for 4 d, and then planted on Arabidopsis mix (three parts Florobella potting 
compost/1 part sand)，the plants were then grown in a plant growth room (16 h light/8 h 
darkness photoperiod, 20-23˚C). For plants grown on medium, seeds were surface 
sterilized and sown on MS medium or MS medium supplemented (where appropriate) 
with chemicals or antibiotics. The seeds were then chilled in a cold room at 4˚C for 4 d 
and the plates were transferred to a tissue culture room with 16 h light/8 h darkness 
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photoperiod, 20-23˚C. After selection, the candidate seedlings were transferred to soil 
and grown in a growth room (16 h light/8 h darkness photoperiod, 20-23˚C). 
2.2.2 Plant inoculation 
Plants were infected by mechanical inoculation. At approximately 2-4 weeks old, the 
youngest fully expanded leaves of the plants were dusted with Carborundum and 
inoculated with the different inocula diluted in 10 mM NaPO4 (pH 7.2). Capped RNA 
transcripts were used at ~3 μg/leaf. At appropriate times after inoculation (as stated in the 
text of different sections), leaves were excised and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen 
and stored at –80 °C before total protein or plant RNA was extracted. 
2.3   Molecular cloning 
2.3.1 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
PCR reaction was set up for 50 μl of volume in a 0.5 ml microfuge PCR tube as follows: 
1 × enzyme buffer, 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 μM of each primer, 1.25 
units of polymerase and 10 ng/μl of DNA template. Amplification was performed in an 
Applied Biosystems GeneAmp PCR System 9700 using specific programs according to 
different reactions. PCR products were examined afterwards by 1% agarose gel 
electrophoresis.  
2.3.2 Purification of PCR fragments and isolation of DNA fragments 
from agarose gel 
The amplified PCR product was separated in 1% agarose gel. When only one specific 
band was obtained from the reaction, the PCR product was purified directly by using the 
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QIAGEN PCR Purification System; when there were nonspecific bands, the desired band 
was excised from the gel under long wavelength UV light and the DNA was purified 
using the QIAGEN Gel Extraction Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions.   
2.3.3 Ligation of DNA inserts into plasmid vectors 
After the plasmid vectors and DNA fragments were digested with suitable enzymes and 
purified, ligation reaction was set up to 10 μl of volume in a 1.5 ml microfuge tube as 
follows: 1 × reaction buffer, molar ratio of DNA insert to vector is 3:1, 2 units of T4 
DNA ligase (Promega). The reaction was incubated at 16°C for overnight or 24°C for 4 
hr. For ligation of PCR fragments into pGEM-T easy vector, the ligation reaction was set 
up according to the manufacturer’s instructions and ligated at room temperature for 1 hr 
or at 4°C for over night. 
2.3.4 Site-directed mutagenesis 
PCR based site-directed mutagenesis was carried out to create single nucleotide 
mutations. This method involved the usage of two pairs of primers. The pair of primers 
that flank the mutation sites were referred to as primers A (forward primer) and B 
(reverse primer). The second pair of primers that carry the mutation were referred to a 
primers C (forward primer) and D (reverse primer). First round of PCR was performed 
using primer A/primer D and primer B/primer C, respectively. The resultant PCR 
products were purified, added together and a fragment that is a fusion of these two PCR 
products was obtained using primer A/primer B.  
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2.3.5 Preparation of competent Escherichia coli cells 
Competent cells of DH5α and XL1-Blue were prepared as described by Inoue et al. 
(1990). Briefly, a single colony from freshly streaked plate were inoculated into 2ml SOB 
medium and incubated overnight at 37°C with vigorous shaking (220 rpm). Then, these 2 
ml culture were inoculated into 100 ml of SOB medium in a 500 ml flask and grown to 
an OD600 of 0.6 at 37°C with vigorous shaking. After the flask was placed on ice for 10 
min, the culture was transferred to a 50 ml Falcon tube and spun at 4000 × g for 10 min at 
4°C. The pellet was resuspended in 50 ml of ice-cold 0.1M CaCl2 and incubated in an ice 
bath for 10 min, and spun down as above. The cell pellet was gently resuspended in 5 ml 
of 0.1M CaCl2 and 7% DMSO was added with gentle swirling. After incubating on ice 
for 10 min, the cell resuspension was dispensed into pre-chilled tubes and immediately 
frozen by liquid nitrogen. The frozen competent cells were stored in – 80°C. 
2.3.6 Transformation of bacteria with plasmids 
Competent cells were thawed on ice and 10 ng of DNA or 5ul of the ligation reaction was 
added to the competent cells and mixed gently. After incubation on ice for 30 min, the 
mixture was subjected to heat shock at 42°C for 45 sec and quickly chilled on ice for 3 
min. Subsequently 1 ml of LB medium was added in the cells prior to incubation at 37°C 
for 45 min with shaking at 200 rpm.  About 100 μl of the transformation mix was plated 
onto selection plates with appropriate antibiotics.  
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2.3.7 Small scale plasmid purification from E. coli 
Single bacterial colonies were inoculated into 2 ml of LB medium containing the 
appropriate antibiotics. The cultures were incubated at 37°C with vigorous shaking for 16 
hr. About 1.5 ml of the overnight cultures were transferred into a microfuge tube and 
centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 5 min followed by purification of plasmids with the Qiagen 
QIAprep Miniprep Kit, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  
 2.3.8 DNA sequencing 
Sequencing reaction was set up for 10 μl of volume containing 0.25 μg of DNA template, 
1.6 pmol of primer, and 4 μl of BigDye terminator reaction mixture (ABI PRISM TM Dye 
terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit). The cycle sequencing was performed 
on the GeneAmp PCR as follows: 25 cycles of 96°C for 10 sec, 50°C for 5 sec, 60°C for 
4 min; rapid thermal ramp to 4°C and hold. The reaction was purified by ethanol 
precipitation and run on the ABI PRISM 3100 automated sequencer. DNA sequences 
were determined on both strands of the cDNA clone. 
2.3.9 Preparation of Agrobacterium electro-competent cells 
Single colonies of Agrobacterium tumefaciens EHA105 strain were inoculated to 5 ml 
LB medium containing 10µg/ml rifampicin, and incubated at 28°C. The overnight 
cultures were diluted in 100 ml LB medium to an OD600 of 0.04 to 0.08 and incubated at 
28°C for approximately 4 h to an OD600 of 0.5. The bacteria were spun down at 10,000 × 
g for 10 min at 4°C. The pellets of bacteria were washed first with 40 ml of 1 mM 
HEPES (pH 7.0), then 40 ml of 1 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 10% glycerol. The suspended 
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cells were aliquoted and froze in liquid nitrogen. The frozen competent cells were stored 
at -80°C. 
2.3.10 Transformation of Agrobacterium with binary plasmids 
The plasmid (pBI121 or pCAMBIA or pGreen) was layered on top of 50 μl of frozen 
Agrobacterium competent cells(EHA105 or GV3101) and incubated on ice for 2 min. 
The DNA/competent cell mixture was subsequently transferred to a pre-chilled Bio-
RAD, Gene Pulser® electroporation cuvette (2 mm gap), the electroporation parameters 
were set as 25 µF capacitance, 400 Ω resistance and 2.5 KV pulse with an 8-9 second 
delay. A BIO-RAD GENE PULSER II was used for electroporation. One ml of LB 
medium was added to the electroporated solution immediately. The solution was 
transferred to a sterile culture tube and incubated for 2 h with shaking at 28°C to allow 
recovery and marker expression. About 50 μl of the culture was plated on a LB plate 
containing the appropriate antibiotics (Kanamycin 50 µg/ ml, Rifampicin 10 µg/ ml). The 
plate was incubated for 2 d at 28°C. 
2.3.11 Agro-infiltration 
Transient expression of the binary constructs was carried out by agro-infiltration 
according to the protocol used in Baulcombe’s lab (Voinnet et al., 2000). The 
Agrobacterium strain EHA105 was first streaked on LB medium plate containing the 
selection antibiotics (kanamycin 50 ug/ml, rifampicin 10 µg/ml) and incubated at 28°C. 
A single colony was picked into a 2 ml LB medium with above antibiotics, and grown at 
28°C for 48 h with vigorous shaking. One ml of the culture was transferred to 50 ml LB 
medium with the antibiotics and 10 mM MES (pH 5.6) and 20 µl of 100 mM 
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acetosyringone.  After incubation at 28°C for 16 h with vigorous shaking, an OD600 of the 
culture reached 1.0. The bacteria were spun down at 4000 × g for 10 min. The pellet was 
resuspended in 50 ml 10 mM MgCl2, and then 75 µl of 100 mM acetosyringone was 
added. The bacteria were kept at room temperature for at least 3 h without shaking. 
Infiltration was performed with a 1ml syringe without a needle. N. benthamiana wt or 
GFP transgenic 16c plants with 5-7 leaves were used for infiltration. Two well-expanded 
leaves were punched with a needle; the syringe was applied to the hole on one side of the 
leaf, with the other side blocked by a finger. The syringe barrel was gently pushed and 
the bacteria suspension was delivered into the intercellular space of the leaf. 
2.3.12 GFP imaging 
GFP fluorescence in whole plants was monitored by using a high-intensity ultraviolet 
lamp (Model SB-100P/F, 365 nm, Spectroline). Photographs were taken with a Kodak 
Ektachrome 400 color reversal film through a Wratten 8 filter (Kodak). Exposure time 
varied up to 70 sec depending on the intensity of the fluorescence and the distance of the 
camera and lamp from the plants. 
2.3.13 Transformation of Arabidopsis by Agrobacterium flower dip 
transformation method 
Healthy Arabidopsis plants were grown until they were flowering. Optimal plants had 
many immature flower clusters and not many fertilized siliques. A. tumefaciens strain 
EHA105 carrying the gene of interest on a binary vector was grown in LB medium with 
antibiotics until the OD600 reached 2.0. The bacteria were spun down at 4,000 × g for 10 
min, and resuspended to OD600 = 0.8 (can be higher or lower) in 5% sucrose with 0.005% 
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Silwet L-77 (pH 5.7). The above-ground parts of plant were dipped in Agrobacterium 
solution for 2 to 3 seconds, with gentle agitation. The dipped plants were then placed 
under a dome or cover for 16 to 24 h to maintain high humidity. After that, the 
transformed plants were watered and grown under normal conditions. After 2-4 weeks 
mature dry seeds were collected and subjected to antibiotics selection of successful 
transformants.  
The transformants were selected by antibiotics or herbicide selectable marker. In this 
study, the putative transgenic Arabidopsis seeds were surface sterilized, and plated on 
0.5X MS/0.8% tissue culture agar plates supplemented with 50 µg/ml Kanamycin, cold 
treated at 4 °C for 2 d, and grown under continuous light (50-100 microEinsteins) for 7-
10 d. The putative transformants which remained green were transplanted to soil. 
2.4 In vitro transcription of DNA with T7/T3 RNA polymerases 
2.4.1 Preparation of digoxin (DIG)-labeled RNA probes  
RNA labeling reaction was set up for 20 μl volume as follows: 2 μl of 10 × transcription 
buffer, 2 μl of 10 × NTP labeling mixture, 2 μl of T3 RNA polymerase (20 units/μl, 
Roche Diagnostics GmbH), 1 μl of RNase inhibitor (20 units/μl), and 1 μg of linearized 
DNA template. The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 2 h and stopped by addition of 2 
μl of 0.2 M EDTA (pH 8.0). The template was removed by incubation with 2 μl of 
RNase-free DNase I (10 units/μl) at 37°C for 15 min.  The labeled RNA was precipitated 
with 2.5 μl of 4 M LiCl, 75 μl of 100% ethanol at - 20°C for 2 h and centrifuged at 
12,000 × g for 10 min. The pellet was washed with 50 μl of 70% ethanol (pre-chilled) 
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and dried under the vacuum. Subsequently the pellet was dissolved in 50 μl of DEPC-
treated water and stored at - 20°C for further use.   
2.4.2 Preparation of radio-labeled RNA probes 
The reaction for radio-labeled RNA probes was set up for 20 μl of volume as follow: 2 μl 
of 10 × transcription buffer, 2 μl of 0.1 M DTT, 3 μl of 3.3 mM ATP/CTP/GTP, 0.8 μl of 
0.3 mM UTP, 0.5 μl of RNase inhibitor (40 units/μl), 4 μl of α-32P UTP (10 mCi/ml), 2 
μl of T7 RNA polymerase (20 units/μl, Research Biolab) and 1 μg of linear template 
DNA. The labeling reaction was performed by incubation at 37°C for 1-2 h. 5 units of 
DNase I was added and incubated at 37°C for 15 min to stop the reaction for ready use.  
2.4.3 Preparation of infectious transcripts 
The infectious un-capped transcription was set up for 20 μl of volume as follows: 4 μl of 
5 × T7 transcription buffer, 6 μl of rNTPs (25 mM/each), 2 μl of T7 enzyme mix 
(Promega) and 1 μg of linear DNA template. The reaction was gently mixed and 
incubated at 37°C for 2-4 h. The DNA template was removed by digestion with RQ 1 
RNase-free DNase, at a concentration of 1 unit per μg of template DNA, at 37°C for 15 
min following transcription. One volume of TE-saturated phenol: chloroform: isoamyl 
alcohol was added to the reaction, mixed thoroughly by vortexing for 1 min and spun at 
12,000 × g for 2 min. The supernatant was further extracted with 1 volume of 
chloroform: isoamyl alcohol, vortexed for 1 min and spun at 12,000 × g for 2 min. The 
aqueous phase was precipitated with 0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate and 1 volume of 
isopropanol. The mixture was incubated on ice for 5 min and spun at 12,000 × g for 10 
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min. After being washed with 1 ml of 70% ethanol and dried under vacuum, the pellet 
was resuspended in 20 μl of nuclease-free water for ready use.  
2.5 Analysis of RNA from plants 
2.5.1 Isolation of total RNA from plants 
Total RNAs were isolated from plants as described by Li et al. (1999). Briefly, leaves 
(0.1-1 g) were grounded into powder in liquid nitrogen. The powder was transferred to a 
2 ml microfuge tube containing 1 ml hot phenol buffer (Napoli et al., 1990) followed by 
vortexing for 20 seconds. Chloroform (500 ul) was added and vortexed for 20 seconds. 
After centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 10 min at room temperature, the aqueous phase was 
removed and mixed well with an equal volume of 4M LiCl and left at -20°C for 
overnight. The RNA pellets were obtained by centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 15 min at 
4°C, and dissolved in 300 μl DEPC-treated TE buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 1 mM EDTA, 
pH8.0). About 1/10 volume of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 2 volumes of ethanol 
were added to the dissolved RNA. The mixture was left at -20°C for at least 20 min. The 
RNA was precipitated by centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 15 min at 4°C. The pellet was 
washed with 70% ethanol, dried in SpeedVac and resuspended in 50 to 100 μl DEPC-
treated H2O or TE buffer, and store at -20°C. 
2.5.2 Northern blot 
2.5.2.1 Preparation of formaldehyde-denatured RNA gel 
Purified viral RNA was separated by electrophoresis on a 1.2% agarose-formaldehyde 
denaturing gel. A 1.2% (w/v) gel was prepared by melting 0.36 g of agarose in 25 ml of 
DEPC-treated water. Upon cooling 3 ml of 10×MOPS buffer (0.1 M (N-morphalino) 
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propanesulfonic acid, 40mM NaOAc, 5mM EDTA pH 7.0) and 2 ml of 37% 
formaldehyde were added and the gel was poured. RNA samples (4.5 µl) were denatured 
in 12 µl RNA sample buffer (for 1 ml:  100 µl 10 x MOPS, 500 µl 37% formaldehyde, 
180 µl de-ionized formamide and 220 µl DEPC-treated water) at 65oC for 15 min. The 
samples were mixed with 1 µl of loading dye and electrophoresed in 1×MOPS buffer at 
50 volts for 2 h.  
2.5.2.2 RNA transfer from agarose gel to nylon membrane 
After electrophoresis, the gel was rinsed with DEPC-treated water and soaked in 0.05 N 
NaOH for 20 min. This step partially hydrolyzes RNA and helps in efficient transfer of 
bigger RNA fragments. Subsequently, the gel was soaked in 20 × SSC for 45 min.  Size 
fractionated RNAs were transferred to positively charged nylon membrane (Roche 
Diagnostics GmBH, Germany) by using vacuum transfer (Vacugene XL, Pharmacia 
LKB). The membrane was UV cross-linked using UVC 500, UV Crosslinker 
(Hoefer,USA) at energy setting of 120 mjoules / cm2 according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. After cross-linking, RNA was visualized by staining the membrane with 
0.03% methylene blue in 0.03 M NaOAc. The membrane was rinsed with DEPC-water 
for 5 min to check the integrity of RNA.  
2.5.2.3 Pre-hybridization and Hybridization 
Prehybridization and hybridization of cRNA probe and detection were performed using 
the DIG system (The DIG System User’s Guide, Roche Diagnostics GmBH, Germany). 
Briefly, the blot was placed in a hybridization bottle containing 20 ml of prehybridization 
solution (DIG Easy Hyb, Roche Diagnostics GmbH) per 100 cm2 of membrane surface 
area and prehybridized at 68°C for 2 h. After that, the prehybridization buffer was 
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discarded, and replaced with preheated hybridization solution (DIG Easy Hyb) containing 
the DIG-labeled RNA probe at the concentration of 50-100 ng/ml and hybridized at 68°C 
overnight.   
2.5.2.4   Northern blot detection 
At the end of hybridization, DIG-labeled RNA probe was collected in a tube and stored at 
– 20°C for reuse. The membrane was washed twice in low stringency buffer (2 × SSC, 
0.1% SDS) at room temperature for 15 min and twice in high stringency buffer (0.5 × 
SSC, 0.1% SDS) at 68°C for 15 min. After equilibration in washing buffer (100 mM 
maleic acid, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5, 0.3% Tween® 20) for 1 minute, the membrane was 
blocked with blocking solution [1% (w/v) blocking reagent (Roche Diagnostics GmbH) 
in maleic acid buffer (100 mM maleic acid, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5)] for 30 min. 
Subsequently the membrane was incubated with anti-DIG-AP (1:10,000, Roche 
Diagnostics GmbH) in blocking solution for 30 min. Then the membrane was washed 
twice in washing solution, 15 min for each wash. After being equilibrated in detection 
buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, pH 9.5) for 2 min, the membrane was placed 
between two sheets of transparency. The chemiluminescent substrate CSPD (0.5 ml/cm2, 
1:100 in detection buffer) was added on the top of membrane and scattered over the 
surface of the membrane. The semi-dry membrane was sealed and exposed to X-ray film 
for the appropriate time.  
2.5.3 Isolation of low molecular weight (LMW) RNA from plants 
Method for isolation of LMW RNA from plants is based on that for plant DNA extraction 
with slight modifications (Guo and Ding, 2002). The aqueous phase obtained after 
phenol/chloroform extraction was first mixed with 1/10 volume of 3 M sodium acetate 
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and 2.5 volumes of 100% ethanol, and kept at -20oC for at least 2 h. The mixture was 
centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 20 min at 4oC. The pellet obtained was air dried and 
resuspended in 1x TE buffer (pH 8.0) following by addition of equal volume of 4 M LiCl 
dissolved in DEPC-treated water. After being left at -20oC for 2 h, the mixture was spun 
at 10,000 × g for 20 min at 4oC. The supernatant containing DNA and LMW RNA was 
collected the pellet contained HMW RNA. Three volumes of 100% ethanol were added 
to the supernatant and the mixture was incubated at -20oC for 2 hr. LMW RNA and DNA 
were co-precipitated by centrifugation as above, washed with 70% ethanol, air-dried and 
resuspended in DEPC-treated H2O. This extract of LMW RNA and DNA can also be 
used for Southern blotting. 
2.5.4 Detection of siRNA 
2.5.4.1 Electrophoresis of LMW RNA on a sequencing gel 
LMW RNA was separated on a sequencing gel [16% polyacrylamide (19:1), 7 M Urea, 
0.5×TBE]. Before loading, 20-40 ug of LMW RNA extracts in a volume of 20 ul were 
mixed with one volume of formamide, boiled for 5 min, quickly chilled on ice, and then 
6×loading buffer was added. The gel was run in 0.5×TBE buffer at 200V for 1 h, at 500V, 
until the bromophenol blue reached the bottom of the gel, and then rinsed in 0.5×TBE 
buffer. LMW RNA was transferred from gel to a Hybond-N nylon membrane in a 1×TBE 
buffer at 3mA/cm2 for 30 min with a Semi-Dry Transfer Cell (BIO-RAD). The 
membrane was equilibrated on several layers of filter paper soaked in 20×SSC for 30 min, 
then fixed with UVC 500, UV Crosslinker (Hoefer, USA). The fixed membrane can be 
stained by methylene blue to monitor equal RNA loading. 
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2.5.4.2 Preparation of 32P-labeled RNA probe for LMW RNA 
32P-labeled RNA probes transcribed in vitro from plasmid templates were prepared as 
described in Section 2.5.1. Ten units of RNase-free DNaseI were added to the reaction 
mix (20 μl) of in vitro transcription to remove the DNA templates, by incubation at 37oC 
for 15 min. In order to reduce the probe size into an average size of about 50 nt, 300 μl of 
carbonate buffer [80 mM NaHCO3, 120 mM Na2CO3] was added to the 20 μl 
transcription solution and incubated at 60oC for about 3 h. After that, 20 μl of 3M sodium 
acetate was added to the hydrolyzed RNA probes and the probes were ready for use. 
2.5.4.3 Hybridization 
Pre-hybridization of membrane was carried out in hybridization solution [50% 
formamide; 7% SDS; 50 mM NaPO4 (pH 7.0); 0.3 M NaCl; 5×Denhardt’s solution; 100 
μg/ml of sheared, denatured salmon sperm DNA] at 40oC for at least half an hour. After 
addition of the labeled probe, hybridization was performed at 40oC overnight. The 
membrane was washed twice with 2×SSC/0.2% SDS at 50oC, once with 0.2× SSC/0.1% 
SDS, and then exposed to X-ray film. For re-probing the membrane, the probe was 
stripped with stripping solution (0.2% SDS, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) at 90oC for 1 min. 
2.5.5 Detection of miRNA 
2.5.5.1 Electrophoresis of LMWRNA on a sequencing gel 
Fifty μg of total RNAs were used. All procedures used to detect miRNA were the same 




2.5.5.2 Preparation of probes and hybridization 
5’-hydroxyl ends of 21-22 mer oligo-DNAs were labeled with [γ-32P]-ATP by direct 
phosphorylation as described in Section 2.10. miRNA hybridization was the same as 
described in Section 2.5.2.3. 
2.6 Protein expression and purification 
2.6.1 Plasmid construction and transformation 
 After the desirable fragment was cloned into a pET or pGEX vector and sequenced, the 
plasmid was transformed into BL21DE3 (pLysS) expression cell line according to the 
manufacturer’s manual. 
2.6.2 Induction of bacterial expression  
A fresh bacterial colony harboring the expression plasmid was inoculated into 10 ml of 
LB medium containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin. After overnight incubation at 37°C with 
shaking, 2.5 ml of the overnight culture was diluted into 50 ml of fresh LB medium 
containing the same antibiotics as above, and was grown at 37°C with vigorous shaking 
until the OD600 reached 0.5-0.7 (about 30-60 min). Over-expression of the desirable 
protein was induced by adding IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM, and the culture 
was incubated at 37°C with vigorous shaking for 4 h or at 22°C overnight. The bacterial 
cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4,000 ×g for 15 min, and the pellet was stored at 
-80°C for further purification. 
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2.6.3 Protein purification 
Novagen BugBuster protein purification reagents were used for protein purification. The 
cell pellet was thawed on ice and resuspended in  room temperature BugBuster Reagent 
by pipetting or gentle vortexing, using 5 ml reagent per gram of wet cell paste .One µl 
(25 units) of Benzonase
® 
Nuclease per 1 ml of BugBuster reagent was used for 
resuspension. Protease inhibitors were added. The cell suspension were incubated on a 
shaking platform or on a rotating mixer at a slow setting for 10–20 min at room 
temperature. The insoluble cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 16,000 × g for 20 
min at 4°C. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube. The soluble extract could be 
loaded directly onto GST•Bind Resin Maintain clarified extracts on ice for short term 
storage (2–3 h) or stored at 4°C. The purified protein was analyzed on SDS-PAGE or by 
Western blotting. 
2.6.4 Sodium dodecylsulfate-polyacrylamide electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE) 
The vertical SDS-PAGE gel apparatus (Bio-Rad) was assembled according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. The resolving gel was prepared as formulated and  provided 
by Sambrook et al. (1989) based on the protein size and desired concentration of 
acrylamide. The resolving mixture was poured into the gap between the glass plates with 
isobutanol as an overlay. After polymerization was complete at room temperature, the 
stacking gel solution prepared as formulated was poured onto the surface of polymerized 
resolving gel and a clean comb was immediately inserted into the stacking gel solution 
until polymerization.  
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The protein samples were denatured by heating at 100°C for 5 min in 1×SDS gel-loading 
buffer (125 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 4% SDS, 20% glycerol, 0.005% bromophenol blue 
dye, 100 mM β-mercaptoethanol) and loaded into the bottom of well. The electrophoresis 
was run at a voltage of 8 V/cm until the dye front moved to the resolving gel, then the 
voltage was increased to 15 V/cm. The gel was run until the bromophenol blue reached 
the bottom of the resolving gel.  
2.6.5 Immunodetection of proteins 
The proteins were transferred from the SDS-PAGE gel to PVDF membranes (Roche 
Applied Science) in transfer buffer (3.66 g of glycine, 7.26 g of Tris-base, 0.4 g of SDS, 
200 ml of methanol in 1000 ml volume) at 100 V for 1 h. The membranes were blocked 
by immersion in 5% skim milk for 1 h at room temperature, the blots were washed three 
times (10 min for each wash) with 0.5% Tris-buffered saline (TBS) buffer (20 mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 0.5% Tween-20) at room temperature. The membranes were 
incubated in diluted primary antibody for 1 h at room temperature. Following the same 
wash, the membranes were incubated in alkaline phosphatase (AP)-conjugated goat anti-
rabbit IgG (Sigma) diluted 1:10,000 in TBS (40 min at room temperature). The NBT-
BCIP detection system (Roche Applied Science) was used according to the 
manufacturer’s instruction.  
2.7 Protein extraction from virus-infected plants 
Total protein from either healthy or infected tobacco leaves was extracted as described by 
Von Arnim et al. (1993) with some modifications. About 0.5 g of leaves were ground in 
1 ml cracking buffer [8 M urea, 5% SDS, 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 0.1 mM EDTA, 10 
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mM β-mercaptoethanol, 5 mM PMSF, aprotinin (0.2 μg/ml), pepstain A (0.2 μg/ml), 
benzamidine (20 μg/ml)] and heated at 95°C for 5 min and then centrifuged for 10 min at 
10,000×g. The supernatant (7.5 μl) was added with an equal volume of 2×SDS sample 
buffer and analyzed using SDS-16.5% PAGE. The Western blot was carried out as in 
section 2.6.5. 
2.8 Isolation and transfection of kenaf protoplasts 
2.8.1 Isolation of kenaf protoplasts 
Kenaf cultivar, Everglade-41 leaf material was used for isolating protoplasts. Seeds of 
kenaf cultivars were kindly provided by Dr. B.S.Baldwin, Mississippi State University, 
USA. Kenaf seedlings were grown at 25oC, 16/8 h, light/dark cycle. One month old kenaf 
seedlings at 4 to 6 leaf stage were used for protoplast isolation. The method followed for 
isolating protoplasts were according to previously published studies (Liang et al., 2002c). 
Leaves were surface sterilized with 0.8% Clorox® containing the active ingredient 0.04% 
sodium hypochlorite, for 10 min. Following that, the leaves were rinsed three times with 
sterile distilled water, each wash lasting up to 5 min. Leaves were sliced into thin 1 mm 
strips and incubated in filter sterilized enzyme solution. The enzyme mixture contained 
0.2 mM KH2 PO4,  1 mM KNO3, 1 mM MgSO4, 1 µM KI, 0.01 µm CuSO4, pH 5.6 
(Rottier et al., 1979)  and  0.6 M mannitol, 10 mM CaCl2,  0.8% cellulase Onozuka R-10 
(Yakult Honsa Co. Ltd), 0.25% macerase R-10  (Yakult Honsa Co. Ltd). Digestions were 
carried out at 25°C in dark with shaking 10×g /min (Heidolph Rotamax 120, Germany) 
for 16 h.  Protoplasts were gently pipetted using a Pasteur pipette and released. The 
protoplast containing solution was passed through 70 µm nylon cell strainer (Becton 
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Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) to remove the cell debris. The filtrate was later 
transferred to 50 ml centrifuge tubes and centrifuges at 100 x g for 5 min at 4oC. Pellets 
were washed three times in wash solution containing 0.6M mannitol and 10 mM CaCl2, 
(pH 5.6). Protoplast yields were calculated using haemocytometer slide (Marienfield, 
Germany) and protoplast viability was determined by fluorescein diacetate (FDA) 
staining (Widholm, 1972). 
2.8.2 PEG transfection of protoplasts 
Concentrated kenaf protoplasts (4×105 cells) were mixed with 10 µg (30 µl) of in vitro 
transcript and 200 µl of 40% PEG 3000 in 3 mM CaCl2 for 15 sec. Then protoplast/DNA 
mixture was diluted with 1.5 ml of wash solution and left on ice for 2 min. The 
protoplast/DNA mixture was diluted twice with 1.5 ml of wash solution and incubated on 
ice for another 15 min. The mixture was washed once with 2 ml of wash solution. The 
protoplast concentration was adjusted to 1×105 cells per ml with MS medium (Murashige 
and Skoog, 1962) containing 0.6M mannitol and 10 mm CaCl2 and incubated in the dark 
for 24 h. The protoplasts were harvested and total RNA was isolated for further analysis. 
2.9 Reverse Transcription-PCR  
Reverse transcription (RT)-PCR reaction was set up according to the instructions of Titan 
one tube RT-PCR system (Roche Molecular Biochemicals). Master mix 1 was set up to 
25 μl containing 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 0.4 μM of upstream primers, 0.4 μM of 
downstream primers, 5 mM of DTT solution, 5 units of RNase inhibitor and 0.1μg of 
total RNA. Master mix 2 was set up to 25 μl including 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1×RT-PCR buffer 
and 1 μl of enzyme mix. Mix 1 and mix 2 were added together and mixed properly, the 
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mixture was placed in a thermocycler equilibrated at 50°C and incubated for 30 min, then 
applied to thermocycling at 94°C for 2 min to denature template; 10 cycles of 
denaturation at 94°C for 30 sec, annealing at 45-65°C (based on the melting temperature 
of primers used) for 30 sec and elongation at 68°C for proper time; 25 cycles of 
denaturation at 94°C for 30 sec, annealing at 45-65°C (based on the melting temperature 
of primers used) for 30 sec and elongation at 68°C for proper time, adding cycle 







Chapter 3 Host-induced avirulence of HCRSV mutants 




Hibiscus chlorotic ringspot virus (HCRSV) is a positive ssRNA virus in the family of 
Tombusviridae, genus Carmovirus (Huang et al., 2000). There are 7 open reading frames 
(ORFs) from the genomic and two subgenomic RNAs (Figure 1.1). The 5’-proximal ORF 
p28 and its amber terminator readthrough p81 encode RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 
(RdRp) which involves in viral replication. The p23 overlaps with p28 and is 
indispensable for host specific viral replication but is unable to suppress gene silencing 
(Liang et al., 2002b).  The p27 and its isoforms p25 and p22.5 are located at the 3’ 
portion of the genome (unpublished data).  
The 38 kDa coat protein (CP) consists of an internal RNA-binding domain (R), a shell-
forming domain (S) and a protruding domain (P). The virus was crystallized and its 
atomic resolution was determined to be at least 4.5 Å (Lee et al., 2003). The virion was 
reconstructed to about 12 Å from cryo-EM images (Doan et al., 2003). Despite the role of 
CP in forming the capsid for HCRSV, CP is believed to play an important role in 
symptom modulation. Hurtt (1987) reported that the amino acid composition of HCRSV 
CP was altered and its progeny viruses lost its virulence in kenaf (Hibiscus cannabinus 
L.) after HCRSV was serially-passaged from H.  rosa-sinensis to Chenopodium quinoa. 
Further experiments showed that eight site-specific amino acid mutations in CP resulted 
after serial passages in C. quinoa. Mutant viruses, M-1+2+3 (which contains three of the 
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eight amino acid mutations) and M-f (which contains all eight amino acid mutations), 
both caused avirulence of HCRSV in kenaf (Liang et al., 2002a). Thus, covariation of at 
least three amino acids at Val49→Ile, Ile95→Val, and Lys270→Arg is sufficient to cause 
avirulence. The mutations may result in conformational changes and possibly abolish the 
interaction of CP with host factors. 
Posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS) is a sequence-specific RNA degradation 
process against invading viruses and other pathogens. Similar pathways also exist in 
other organisms: quelling in Neurospora crassa (Cogoni et al., 1999) and RNA 
interference (RNAi) in Caenorhabditis elegans (Fire et al., 1998). To survive, viruses 
evolved gene silencing suppressors which inhibit the gene silencing pathway at various 
steps (Voinnet, 2005). There are approximately 20 viral suppressors reported among both 
positive/negative strand RNA/DNA viruses, with at least one silencing suppressor from 
each of the plant and animal viruses examined. Viruses with large genomes may evolve 
more sophisticated strategies to evade host gene silencing; for example, Citrus tristeza 
virus encodes three distinct suppressors which target gene silencing at multiple steps to 
counter the host antiviral response (Lu et al., 2004). The suppressors identified are 
functionally diverse, and more suppressor information is essential to understand the 
functional basis of the suppression of gene silencing and adaptation of viruses to hosts on 
an evolutionary basis. A clear understanding of the molecular basis of gene silencing 
suppression is needed and will help us to elucidate the mechanism of gene silencing. 
The sequence homology of CPs between HCRSV, Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) and 
Tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) is approximately 30% at the amino acid level.  
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However, the TCV CP has been identified as a strong gene silencing suppressor (Qu et 
al., 2003; Thomas et al., 2003) but not the TBSV CP. The TBSV p19 gene encodes a 
strong gene silencing suppressor (Silhavy et al., 2002). Although HCRSV, TCV and 
TBSV CPs share three similar functional domains: R, S and P, they belong to different 
subgroups in the phylogenetic analysis (Figure 3.1). Thus, it was of interest to determine 
whether the HCRSV CP is a PTGS suppressor and to compare its similarities and 
differences with other suppressors. Also, it is of interest to find out whether host-induced 
avirulent CP mutants are correlated to loss of gene silencing suppression function in 
kenaf. 
 
Here we report that HCRSV CP can inhibit transiently-expressed sense RNA-induced but 
not dsRNA-induced local and systemic silencing.  We propose that HCRSV CP may 
suppress gene silencing at the initiation step. The changes in the HCRSV CP suppressor 
function of various CP mutants also may be correlated with avirulence in kenaf. In 
addition, PVX vector-expressed HCRSV CP could enhance symptom severity and viral 
RNA accumulation. 
3.2 Materials and methods 
3.2.1 Construction of plasmids for agroinfiltration assay and PVX 
expression 
(1) For agroinfiltration assay  
The CP coding sequence of HCRSV (Huang et al., 2000) was PCR amplified and cloned 
into pBI121 by replacing the GUS sequence between BamHI and SacI sites to generate  
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Hibiscus chlorotic ringspot NP
Carnation mottle AAY96765
Saguaro cactus NP 044388
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Oat chlorotic stunt CAA58798
Pea stem necrosis BAC78646
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pBICP. The third amino acid codon (CAG) of the CP was changed to TAG, and the start 
codon of the overlapping p25 was also mutated to GTG in pBICP to create pBIΔCP. 
Western blots were carried out after transient expression assays to exclude the possibility 
of reinitiation and contribution of other proteins. 
pBIp27 contained an insertion of a newly identified overlapping ORF p27 (unpublished 
data) with the CP third amino acid CAG mutated to TAG.  The TBSV p19 and Cucumber 
mosaic virus (CMV) 2b protein were cloned the same way into pBI121 to generate 
pBIp19 and pBI2b, respectively. 
To investigate the contributions of three different CP domains on the suppression 
function, the RS domain (2590-3339), the SP domain (2830-3627) and the P domain 
(3340-3627) were PCR amplified and inserted in pBI121 by replacing the GUS gene. The 
resulting constructs were designated pBICP/RS, pBICP/SP and pBICP/P, respectively. 
To investigate the effects of CP mutations originating from serial passages of HCRSV in 
its local lesion host, the fragment corresponding to the CP mutants M-1, M-2, M-3, M-
1+2, M-1+3, M-2+3 and M-1+2+3 (Liang et al., 2002a) were PCR amplified and cloned 
into pBI121 to generate BICPm1, pBICPm2, pBICPm3, pBICPm1+2, pBICPm1+3, pBICPm2+3 
and pBICPm1+2+3, respectively. The clones were verified by sequencing. pBICGFP and 
pBICdsGFP (Takeda et al., 2002) were kindly provided by Professor Kazuyuki Mise, 
Kyoto University, Japan.   
To investigate the various p27 isoforms, different combination of p27 mutations were 
inserted into pCambia1301 by replacing the GUS gene, generating p27, p27m1, p27m1A, 
p27m2A, p27m3A, p27m1+1A, p27m1+3A, p27m1A+3A and p27m1+1A+3A, as shown 
in Figure 3.4.  
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The clones were verified by sequencing. The pBICGFP and pBICdsGFP (Takeda et al., 
2002) were kindly provided by Professor Kazuyuki Mise, Kyoto University, Japan.   
(2) For ectopic expression of Potato virus X (PVX) 
HCRSV CP gene was amplified by PCR and inserted into the pP2C2S vector at the ClaI 
and SalI sites to form PVX-HCP. PVX-GFP contained the green fluorescence protein 
(GFP) reporter gene between the two subgenomic RNA promoter sequences before its CP 
gene. Both the pP2C2S vector and PVX-GFP were kindly provided by Professor David 
Baulcombe (Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich, UK).   
(3) For Drosophila transfection 
The PCR fragment corresponding to HCRSV CP gene was inserted into pMT/V5.HisA 
vector (Invitrogen) between EcoRV and XhoI restriction sites to get pMT/CP. To obtain 
pMT/ΔCP, the third amino acid of CP was mutated to a stop codon and the start codons 
of overlapping p25 and p22.5 ORF were also mutated to normal amino acids to discard 
translation initiation. Both these two constructs contain the natural CP translation 
enhancer sequence: ACCACA 
3.2.2 Plant materials 
Transgenic Nicotiana benthamiana carrying the GFP ORF (line 16C) was kindly 
provided by Dr. David Baulcombe of the Sainsbury Laboratory, John Innes Center, U.K.  
The homozygous line 16C carries one copy of GFP-transgene at a single locus (Ruiz et 
al., 1998). Wild-type N.  benthamiana was also used. 
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3.2.3 Agrobacterium co-infiltration and GFP imaging 
Agroinfiltration was carried out as described (Li et al., 1999). The Agrobacterium-
harboring constructs stated above were mixed in a ratio of 1:1, resuspended in 10 mM 
MgCl2 buffer with 150 µM acetosyringone to an OD 600 nm of 2.0, kept at room 
temperature for at least 3 h without shaking and then infiltrated into leaves of 1-month 
old seedlings of GFP transgenic Nicotiana benthamiana (line 16c, kindly provided by 
Professor David Baulcombe of Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich, UK). GFP fluorescence 
was observed under a UV lamp (Vilber Lourmat-6LM, 365 nm tube). Photographs were 
taken using a Canon 350D camera with a HOYA yellow filter K2.    
3.2.4 Isolation and detection of HMW RNA and LMW RNA 
The isolation of high molecular weight (HMW) RNAs and low molecular weight (LMW) 
RNAs was carried out as described (Li et al., 1999). To detect the HMW RNA, 5 µg of 
total RNA was run on a formaldehyde denaturing gel and transferred to a Hybond-N 
membrane, followed by detection with DIG labeled RNA probe. Methylene blue staining 
of rRNA was carried out as a loading control. To detect siRNA, 5 µg of LMW RNA was 
run on a 15% acrylamide sequencing gel and detected by a DIG randomly-labeled RNA 
probe. For verification of equal loading of siRNA, the membrane was reprobed with a 
DIG-labeled 5S rRNA probe. The relative intensity of RNA band was determined by the 
Bio-RAD GS800 calibrated densitometer with reference to the pBICGFP negative 
control. 
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3.2.5 In vitro transcription and plant inoculation 
The PVX vector-based constructs were linearized by SpeI. After phenol/chloroform 
extraction, 1 µg each of templates was used for the in vitro transcription according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions (Ambion mMESSAGE mMACHINE High Yield RNA 
Transcription Kit, Cat. 1344). One µg of the in vitro transcripts were used to 
mechanically inoculate newly emerged and fully expanded N. benthamiana leaves of ~4 
weeks old seedlings. Photographs were taken at 18 days post infiltration (dpi) and 
samples were collected for total RNA extraction and target gene detection by northern 
blot hybridization. 
3.2.6 Cell Culture, transfection, and analyses 
Drosophila S2 cells were cultured at 27°C in Schneider’s insect medium (Sigma) 
supplemented with FBS. Plasmid transfection was done according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions and subsequent transcriptional induction from pMT-derived plasmids was 
induced by overnight incubation with CuSO4 at 0.5 mM. After induction for 48 h, S2 
cells were collected and total RNA was extracted by using the Trizol reagent, and 
Northern blot analysis was done as described using probes corresponding to the B2 
coding sequence of NoV. 
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3.3 Results 
3.3.1 HCRSV was a strong gene silencing suppressor and various 
domain deletion mutants failed to suppress PTGS effectively 
To test whether HCRSV CP is a PTGS suppressor, a series of constructs were made 
(Figure 3.2). Among these constructs, pBIp19 and pBI2b were used as positive controls, 
while pBIΔCP and pBIp27 were used as negative controls. Agrobacterium-harboring 
these constructs were infiltrated into GFP transgenic 16c N. benthamiana leaves.  
 
At 3 dpi, leaf patches with pBICGFP+pBICP showed very bright green fluorescence 
under UV illumination (Figure 3.3), and the level of GFP fluorescence was about the 
same as in the pBICGFP+pBIp19 infiltrated leaves  (Figure 3.3a). In contrast, 
pBICGFP+pBI2b, pBICGFP+pBIΔCP and pBICGFP+pBIp27(data not shown) infiltrated 
leaf patches showed only light green fluorescence which were similar to the level of GFP 
observed on leaves infiltrated with pBICGFP alone  (Figure 3.3a).  At 6 dpi, a 
significantly reduced level of GFP fluorescence was observed in leaves infiltrated with 
pBICGFP, as compared with 3 dpi. A red fluorescence at the edge of the infiltrated zones 
was observed. This observation is consistent with the conclusion that transient expression 
of GFP mRNA at high levels triggers PTGS rapidly (Voinnet et al., 1999). The 
pBICGFP+pBIΔCP and pBICGFP+pBIp27 infiltrated leaves displayed similar level of 
GFP fluorescence to that of the pBICGFP infiltrated leaves. In contrast, 
PBICGFP+pBICP and pBICGFP+pBIp19 infiltrated leaves sustained a strong green 
fluorescence up to the 9 dpi (data not shown). These observations suggest that HCRSV 




Figure 3.2 HCRSV viral genome organization and binary constructs used for the 
agroinfiltration assay. P38 encodes the coat protein of HCRSV; p27 is a newly 
identified ORF which encoded for 3 co-c terminal proteins. P27 overlaps with CP gene 
but with different reading frame. All the constructs to be tested in the agroinfiltration 
were cloned into a pBI121 vector with a CaMV 35S promoter and a Nos-terminator by 
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GFP sense RNA-induced PTGS. The ability of HCRSV CP to inhibit the onset of local 
PTGS was comparable to TBSV p19. The results of pBICGFP+pBIp27 infiltrated leaves 
showed that p27 was unable to inhibit the GFP sense RNA-induced PTGS. Hence, the 
GFP fluorescence observed on pBICGFP+pBICP infiltrated leaves should be attributed to 
CP, rather than the overlapping ORF p27.   
 
To further dissect the contribution of the three putative functional domains of HCRSV 
CP: R, S and P domains, three deletion mutants were made: pBICP/P, pBICP/RS and 
pBICP/SP (Figure 3.2). Agrobacterium co-infiltration assays showed that CP/RS, CP/SP 
and CP/P all showed reduced GFP fluorescence to the same level as the negative controls 
GFP alone or GFP + vector  at 3 dpi (Figure 3.3 b, GFP and 121, respectively). Under the 
same experimental conditions, the complete CP showed a 3-fold increase in GFP mRNA 
level as compared to the domain deletion mutants, indicating that the complete CP is 
needed for the suppression of sense RNA-induced PTGS.  
 
After the onset of PTGS, the triggered mobile silencing signal is believed to spread 
systemically and leads to systemic silencing of the endogenous homologous gene 
(Voinnet et al., 1997; Palauqui et al., 1997; Guo et al., 2002; Mlotshwa et al., 2002). The 
systemic leaves of all plants infiltrated with pBICGFP+pBI2b (20 out of 20 16c plants) 
and pBICGFP+pBICP (30 out of 30 16c plants) exhibited the same green fluorescence 
under UV light as 16c plants at 9 dpi (Figure 3.3 c). However, plants infiltrated with 
pBICGFP, pBICGFP+pBIΔCP and pBICGFP+pBICP/RS (a total of 30 16c plants for 
each infiltration experiment), respectively, all developed systemic silencing, and red 
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fluorescence was observed along the phloem or the entire leaves (Figure 3.3 c). It is 
apparent that HCRSV CP is capable of inhibiting the onset of systemic silencing. The 
domain deletions, pBICP/RS as an example (Fig. 2c), all developed systemic silencing, 
suggesting that the complete CP is required to prevent systemic silencing effectively. The 
molecular basis of the suppression function remains to be elucidated. 
 
To determine whether the altered GFP fluorescence results in changes in the steady state 
level of GFP mRNA, total RNAs were extracted from infiltrated leaves at 3 dpi.  The 
GFP mRNA from pBICGFP+pBICP (Figure 3.3 d, lane 2) infiltrated leaves showed a 3-
fold increase, when compared with leaves infiltrated with pBICGFP+pBIΔCP and 
pBICGFP+pBIp27, respectively (Figure 3.3 d, lanes 3 and 4). This is in agreement with 
the observation of a strong GFP fluorescence at the infiltrated zones (Figure 3.3 b, CP). 
In comparison, a low level of GFP siRNA accumulated in leaves infiltrated with 
pBICGFP+pBICP (Figure 3.3 d, lane 2) while high levels of GFP siRNAs were detected 
in the pBICGFP+pBIΔCP and pBICGFP+pBIp27 (Figure 3.3 d, lanes 3 and 4) infiltrated 
leaves, similar to that in the pBICGFP (Figure 3.3 d, lane 1) infiltrated leaves. This result 
is different from that reported by the TCV CP, where that the GFP specific siRNAs were 
absent in the TCV CP infiltrated leaves (Qu et al., 2003). The difference may have 
resulted from: (1) different viral suppressors; (2) different agroinfiltration vectors; and (3) 
variable test environmental conditions. The mRNA of CP and p27 could not suppress 
PTGS. These results are consistent with the findings on TCV CP as a gene silencing 
suppressor (Qu et al., 2003). The three CP domain deletions pBICP/P, pBICP/SP and 
pBICP/RS (Figure  
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Figure 3.3 Suppression of transgene-induced PTGS by HCRSV CP 
(d) 
(c) 
GFP          Q2b 
CP             ΔCP      CP/RS       
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Figure 3.3 Suppression of transgene-induced PTGS by HCRSV CP.  
(a) and (b) GFP transgenic N. benthamiana 16c leave patches infiltrated with 
Agrobacterium suspensions harboring the different constructs. The leaves were 
photographed at 3 dpi. Panel (a) used CMV Q2b and TBSV p19 as positive control, and 
GFP alone as a negative control. (b) The effect of domain deletion on the suppression 
functions of HCRSV CP. (c) The effect of CP on systemic silencing. The systemic leaves 
of N. benthamiana plants infiltrated with Agrobacterium harboring different constructs as 
in the photo; (d) Northern blot analysis showing the effect of CP on GFP mRNA levels 
and GFP siRNAs in co-infiltrated leaves. Methylene blue staining was used as a loading 
control. (e) Western blot showing the expression of CP and truncated CP in the Agro-
bacterium infiltrated N. benthamiana leaves. HCRSV virus particle was used as positive 













3.3d, lanes 5-7) accumulated GFP mRNA to a low level but the GFP siRNA reached a 
similar high level as in the pBICGFP+pBIΔCP (Figure 3.3d, lane 3)  infiltrated leaves. 
This result is in agreement with the observation of reduced GFP fluorescence of 
Agrobacterium infiltrated 16c leaves. None of the CP mutants could suppress sense 
RNA-induced PTGS, indicating that the complete CP is essential for suppression of 
PTGS.   
 
To check if the deletion mutants all expressed proteins, total proteins were extracted from 
agro-infiltrated 16c plants and blotted with HCRSV polyclonal antibody against purified 
HCRSV virus. Only pBICP/SP was detected by a corresponding band (Figure 3.3 e, lane 
7), pBICP/RS was detectd only as a faint band corresponding to the size of RS (Figure 
3.3 e, lane 8). The P domain alone from pBICP/P could not be detected (Figure 3.3 e, 
lane 6). The western blot also proved that the pBICP expressed CP protein successfully 
and pBI∆CP and pBIp27 did not express CP as expected (Figure 3.3 e, lanes 3-5). 
3.3.2 p27 and its isoforms failed to suppress gene silencing 
p27 was newly identified to be a CTG start codon initiated ORF by an in vitro translation 
study. p27 overlaps with the CP gene and it has four co-C terminal ORF: p27, p25, p24 
and p22.5. Mutations of the start codons of these ORFs in the HCRSV full-length 
biologically active cDNA clone were shown to affect the symptom severity to different 
extent (unpublished data). To test if the isoforms of p27 would affect the transgene-
induced PTGS, various mutant constructs were made (Figure 3.4 a). 
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Figure 3.4 p27 and its isoforms failed to suppress PTGS. 
(a) Schematic representation of the p27 mutant constructs. In p27, all the isoforms should 
be expressed; p27m1: the CTG start codon was mutated to GTT, so that the translation 
would initiate at p25; p27m1A: the start codon of p25 was mutated to GTG, so the p25 
isoform would not be expressed; p27m2A: the kozak sequence of p24 was mutated to 
ACCATGG, so the p24 which did not express under its original kozak sequence would 
be expressed; p27m3A: the start codon of p22.5 was mutated to AAG, so that the p22.5 
isoform would not be expressed. p27m1+1A, p27m1+3A and p27m1A+3A represent the 
double mutations. p27m1+1A+3A represents the triple mutations. (b) p27 isoforms failed 
to suppress transgene-induced local PTGS. Agro-coinfiltration of p27 mutants with 35S-
GFP in 16c plants showed no or very weak GFP fluorescence under UV light. Photo was 












Agro-infiltration showed that neither the p27 nor its isoforms failed to suppress the local 
(Figure 3.4 b) and systemic PTGS. In the same experiment, CMV2b protein showed 
weak suppression of local PTGS and complete suppression of systemic PTGS. These 
results also proved that the CP overlapping p27 and its isoforms did not contribute to the 
suppression of PTGS observed in CP infiltrated leaves.  
3.3.3 Avirulent mutant CPm1+2+3 lost its ability to suppress PTGS  
Serial passages of HCRSV in its local host lead to specific amino acid mutations (Liang 
et al., 2002a). To test whether the amino acid changes have any effects on the CP 
suppression function, different combination of the CP mutants were made (Figure 3.5) 
and tested by the agroinfiltration system.  
 
The agroinfiltration assay showed that the three CP single amino acid mutants and  
double mutant pBICPm1+2 and pBICPm2+3 showed GFP fluorescence to the same level as 
wt CP at 6 dpi (Figure 3.6 a). Double mutant pBICPm1+3 and triple mutant pBICPm1+2+3 
showed reduced GFP fluorescence to the same level as the GFP infiltrated negative 
control (Figure 3.6 a). Among all these mutants, only the triple mutant pBICPm1+2+3 (28 
out of 30 16c plants) failed to suppress systemic silencing (data not shown). Northern 
blot hybridization analysis showed that mutants pBICPm1, pBICPm2, pBICPm3, pBICPm1+2 
and pBICPm2+3 were able to inhibit the GFP mRNA degradation induced by the 
transiently expressed GFP sense RNA to similar level as the complete CP (Figure 3.6 b, 
lanes 2-7). In contrast, mutants pBICPm1+3 and pBICPm1+2+3 both showed decreased levels 
of GFP mRNA and increased GFP siRNA, especially the 21 nt species (Figure 3.6 b,  
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Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of CP mutant constructs cloned into pBI121. 
M-1+2+3 is an intermediate mutant with three amino acid changes resulting from serial 
passage of HCRSV in C. quinoa. The inserted CP fragment in pBICPm1, pBICPm2, 
pBICPm3, pBICPm1+2, pBICPm1+3, pBICPm2+3 and pBICPm1+2+3 correspond to the CP 
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Figure 3.6 Suppression of PTGS by CP mutants originating from serial passage in 
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Figure 3.6 Suppression of PTGS by CP mutants originating from serial passage in 
HCRSV local host.  
(a) GFP imaging of the co-infiltration leaves by Agrobacteriaum harboring different 
combinations of HCRSV CP mutations. Photograph was taken at 3dpi. (b) Northern blot 
showing the level of GFP mRNAs in the CP mutants infiltrated leaves.  Five μg of total 
RNA was used for each sample, and methylene blue staining was used a loading control. 
(c) Western blots to show that the CP mutants were expressed to the same level in the 





lanes 8-9). The long and short GFP siRNAs accumulated to similar level in plants 
agroinfiltrated with pBICPm1+2+3 or the pBICGFP negative control (Figure 3.6 b, lanes 1 
and 9, respectively). To exclude the possibility of differential accumulation of mutated 
CP protein level, co-infiltrated leaves were collected at 3 dpi and western blot analysis 
was carried out to detect the CP level in them with HCRSV CP polyclonal antibody 
(Figure 3.6 c). All CP mutants accumulated CP to the same level as the wild type CP 
control. The amino acid mutations may contribute to the structural changes of the CP and 
render avirulence in kenaf. There seems to be a correlation between the failure of mutant 
protein CPm1+2+3 to suppress the mobile silencing signal and the impaired movement of 
mutant virus M1+2+3 in kenaf. In addition, M1+2+3 was able to replicate efficiently and 
to assemble into virions in kenaf protoplasts (Liang et al., 2002a). 
3.3.4 HCRSV CP enhances symptom severity in N. benthamiana  
Many viral suppressors are capable of accentuating symptoms when heterologously 
expressed from viral vectors. Several suppressors were identified by this method 
including HC-Pro, AC2 and Tomato aspermy virus 2b (Anandalakshmi et al., 1998; 
Kasschau et al., 1998; Voinnet et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999). HCRSV CP is likely to be a 
symptom determinant during infection (Liang et al., 2002a). To investigate the effect of 
HCRSV CP on PVX infection, the CP gene was cloned into pP2C2S (PVX) vector 








Figure 3.7   Effect of CP when constitutively expressed in pP2C2S vector in 
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Figure 3.7   Effect of CP when constitutively expressed in pP2C2S vector in systemically 
infected N. benthamiana.  
(a) Diagram to show the constructs used. GFP and HCRSV CP gene were inserted 
between the duplicated CP promoters in pP2C2S. (b) Systemic leaves infected with 
pP2C2S and pP2C2S-HCP, respectively. Photograph was taken at 18dpi. (c) Northern 
blot analysis of total RNA from systemically infected leaves. RNA samples were 
extracted from systemically infected leaves at the same position and the blot was probed 
with a DIG-labeled GFP RNA probe. The relative migration of PVX genomic (gRNA) or 





Symptoms on newly emerged leaves were first observed at 10 dpi for PVX and PVX-
HCP. At 18 dpi, the PVX infected plants showed systemic mosaic symptoms (Figure 3.7 
b). However, the PVX-HCP induced more severe symptoms than those of PVX,  
producing necrotic local lesions in the systemic leaves (Figure 3.7 b). Similar 
observations were reported recently for the Soilborne wheat mosaic virus 19K protein 
when expressed in the PVX vector (Te et al., 2005). However, these symptoms were less 
severe than those described for the PVX-TCVCP which was introduced into the plant by 
agroinfiltration and caused partial and complete necrosis of the whole plant by 6 dpi and 
10 dpi, respectively (Thomas et al., 2003). To check the effect of HCRSV CP on VIGS, 
PVX-GFP and PVX-HCP were inoculated to wt and 16c N. benthamiana. Northern blot 
analysis with a GFP sequence specific probe showed that the PVX-GFP inoculated to wt 
N. benthamiana accumulated PVX RNA to a much higher level than in the 16c plants 
(Figure 3.7 c, lanes 1 and 2). However, the PVX-GFP and PVX-HCP co-inoculated 16c 
plants accumulated PVX RNA to a higher level than PVX-GFP in the wt and the 16c 
plants (Figure 3.7 c, lanes 1-3). The enhanced accumulation and symptom severity of 
PVX may be attributed to synergistic reaction which has been associated with an 
increased suppression of PTGS in plants (Pruss et al., 1997). 
3.3.5 HCRSV CP failed to suppress dsGFP-induced local and 
systemic PTGS 
To test whether HCRSV CP could suppress dsGFP-induced PTGS, GFP transgenic 16c 
N. benthamiana were co-infiltrated with Agrobacterium mixture containing plasmids 
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Figure 3.8 HCRS CP could not suppress dsGFP induced PTGS in 16c and wt N. 
benthamiana.   
(a) The effect of HCRSV CP on dsGFP-induced local PTGS. The leaves were 
photographed at 6 dpi. (b) The effect of HCRSV CP on dsGFP-induced systemic PTGS, 
photographs were taken at 9dpi. In (a) and (b), pBICGFP and pBICGFP+pBICP were 
used as controls. (c) Northern blot analysis showing the effect of CP on GFP mRNA 
levels and GFP siRNAs in co-infiltrated leaves. Methylene blue staining was used as a 
loading control. 
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Plants infiltrated with pBICGFP and pBICGFP+pBICP, respectively, were used as 
controls.  
At 6 dpi, pBICdsGFP+pBICP infiltrated leaves displayed no green fluorescence which 
was the same as pBICdsGFP, pBICdsGFP+pBI∆CP and pBICdsGFP+pBICPm123 
infiltrated leaves (Figure 3.8 a). In contrast, the parallel control leaves infiltrated with  
pBICGFP+pBICP showed a strong GFP fluorescence (Figure 3.8 a). Systemic silencing 
was detected in all combinations of co-infiltration with the pBICdsGFP (20 out of 20 16c 
plants for each infiltration) (Figure 3.8 b), indicating that CP failed to inhibit the dsGFP-
induced systemic silencing signal. Similarly, CPm1+2+3 could not inhibit the mobile 
silencing signal induced by dsGFP (Figure 3.8 b). Molecular analysis showed that all the 
dsGFP co-infiltrated leaves accumulated GFP siRNA to the same high level as in 
pBICdsGFP infiltrated leaves. However, the level of GFP mRNA accumulation was 
negligible (Figure 3.8 c, lanes 4 and 5). These results indicate that HCRSV CP could not 
inhibit the degradation of the infiltrated dsGFP inducer and the endogenous GFP 
transgene mRNA. These results are consistent with the low level of GFP fluorescence 
and systemic silencing observed (Figure 3.8 a and b).  
 
In addition, wt N. benthamiana was used as a positive control for dsGFP-induced RNA 
degradation. Since the GFP mRNA was not detected in the pBICdsGFP+pBICP 
infiltrated leaves (Figure 3.8 c lane 7) and correspondingly, the GFP siRNA accumulated 
to a high level as in the pBICdsGFP or pBICdsGFP+pBI∆CP infiltrated leaves (Figure 
3.8 c, lanes 6 and 8), this result confirmed that HCRSV CP could not inhibit the 
degradation of the dsGFP inducers of PTGS. 
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3.3.6 HCRSV CP failed to rescue the Nodamura virus genome RNA 
accumulation caused by antiviral silencing (in collaboration with Dr. 
Li Hongwei at University of California, Riverside, USA) 
The first animal viral suppressor identified is FHV B2 (Li et al., 2002). Through transient 
expression assay, B2 was able to suppress transgene-induced PTGS in plants as 
effectively as plant viral suppressors (Li et al., 2002), indicating that the suppression 
mechanism overlaps in the plant and animal kingdoms.  
 
To test whether HCRSV CP can function in Drosophila system, the CP gene was cloned 
into pMT/V5.HisA vector (Figure 3.9 a) and co-transfected with Nodamura virus (NoV) 
RNA1-∆B2 into Drosophila S2 cells. Northern blot showed that RNAi was induced in 
the trasfected cells (Figure 3.9 b lane 1), and when RNA1-∆B2 was co-transfected with 
plasmid expressing B2 protein significant viral RNA bands was detected (Figure 3.9 b 
lane 2), indicating that FHV B2 could suppress RNAi in the Drosophila cells tested. In 
contrast to B2, HCRSV CP and CP with a premature stop codon at the third amino acid 
both failed to rescue the accumulation of NoV RNA, indicating that HCRSV CP can not 
suppress RNAi in Drosophila system used. This result suggests that HCRSV CP suppress 
gene silencing at a plant specific step which differs from animal silencing pathway. 
Failure of GST-CP in inhibiting dsRNA degradation in Drosophila cell extract might 




Figure 3.9 Suppression of the RNAi antiviral response by Nodamura virus (NoV) B2 
but not HCRSV CP in Drosophila S2 cells.  
(a) Schematic representation of the constructs used for Drosophila S2 cell transfection. 
(b) Northern blot to detect the animal and plant viral suppressor effectivity in cultured S2 
cells. Cells were transfected with pNoVRNA1-ΔB2 alone or with pNoVB2, pMT/HCP or 
pMT/HΔCP, as indicated at the top of each lane. Total RNA was extracted 2 days after 
induction for Northern blot analysis by a probe specific to the B2 coding region of NoV. 
Equal RNA loading was shown by methylene blue staining of rRNA (Lower panel).    
pMT SV40 CP V5 His6
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3.4 Discussion 
Gene silencing is universally accepted as an ancient RNA-based antiviral system (Vance 
et al., 2001; Hannon, 2002). Although intense research has been invested since its 
discovery in 1990 (Van der krol et al., 1990; Napoli et al., 1990) and substantial progress 
has been made, the detailed processes of gene silencing are still largely unclear. 
Differences have been found between PTGS in plants and RNAi in other organisms. The 
discovery of miRNA and trans-acting siRNA reveals that the gene silencing regulation 
network is even more complicated (Peragine et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005). Virus-
encoded suppressors provide useful tools for the dissection of the PTGS pathway. They 
also help us to understand the viral infection process and host symptom development. 
Most studies have been focused on the identification of viral silencing suppressors from 
different viral families and proteins with different functions in virus infection. However, 
little attention has been given to comparisons of these proteins on a phylogenetic and 
evolutionary basis. We constructed a phylogenetic tree using CP amino acid sequences 
from viruses of Tombusviridae (Figure 3.1). It is a common feature of viruses belonging 
to the Tombusviridae that the CPs contains three structural and functional domains. Since 
the TBSV CP is not a PTGS suppressor (Voinnet et al., 1999; Silhavy et al., 2002), it 
would be interesting to know if other CPs from Tombusviridae also possess suppression 
function or have evolved other viral proteins to function as suppressors. The results of 
this study points out that although HCRSV CP and TCV CP are structurally and 
functionally similar, their gene silencing suppression mechanisms are different. 
Agroinfiltration assays showed that HCRSV CP was able to suppress transiently 
expressed sense RNA-induced local PTGS. The suppression of local PTGS was as 
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effective as for the TBSV p19 (Figure 3.3 a). In addition, CP could prevent the onset of 
systemic silencing induced by GFP sense RNA. Under the experimental conditions, the 
HCRSV CP could inhibit the degradation of GFP mRNA, and greatly reduced but 
detectable level of siRNAs were present in the LMW RNAs of the infiltrated leaves 
(Figure 3.3 d lane 2).  Each of the CP domain deletion mutants lost the ability to suppress 
sense RNA-induced local and systemic PTGS (Figure 3.3 b). Large domain deletions of 
the TCV CP also abolished suppression activity (Choi et al., 2004). These results may be 
explained by the interactions of CP with other elements in the PTGS pathway. The 
absence of functional domains or structural changes may abolish their interactions. It is 
possible that the suppression mechanisms of these two CPs overlap in certain steps. 
Investigation of the absolute requirements for complete CPs of HCRSV and TCV to 
suppress PTGS will further dissect the suppression mechanism. The agro-infiltration 
experiment on various mutants of p27 isoforms further proved that the suppression 
function observed results from CP gene but not the overlapping p27 co-terminal proteins 
(Figure 3.4). 
 
When inoculated on the plants, HCRSV CP expressed from PVX genome was able to 
enhance symptom severity. This is consistent with the effects of other silencing 
suppressors in similar viral vectors (Voinnet et al., 1999). An enhanced accumulation of 
PVX RNA was also observed (Figure 3.7 c). These findings indicate that HCRSV CP 
functions as a virulence factor and a suppressor of gene silencing. This may also explains 
the synergism in symptom expression resulted from co-infection of two viruses. The 
plants inoculated with PVX-HCP RNA transcripts showed necrotic local lesion, while the 
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agroinfiltrated PVX-TCV CP induced a much more severe symptom which led to 
necrosis of the whole plant (Thomas et al., 2003).  
 
Co-infiltration of pBICP+pBICdsGFP could not enhance the accumulation of GFP 
mRNA (Figure 3.8 c) in 16c plants. The GFP siRNA in pBICdsGFP+pBICP (Figure 3.8 
c, lanes 4 and 7) reached the same level of accumulation as did pBICdsGFP (Figure 3.8 c, 
lanes 3 and 6), pBICdsGFP+pBI∆CP (Figure 3.8 c, lanes 5 and 8) and 
pBICdsGFP+pBICPm1+2+3 (data not shown) in infiltrated leaves, suggesting that the steps 
involving generation of the dsGFP-induced GFP siRNAs and the RNA-induced silencing 
complex guided mRNA cleavage were not blocked. These results indicated that HCRSV 
CP could not inhibit PTGS induced by dsRNA. The TCV CP could suppress sense RNA-
induced and dsRNA-induced PTGS and is suggested to suppress PTGS, possibly by 
interfering with the function of the Dicer-like RNase in planta (Qi et al., 2004). These 
results suggest that TCV CP and HCRSV CP may suppress PTGS at distinct steps. 
HCRSV CP could suppress the sense RNA-induced but not dsRNA-induced PTGS. 
Therefore, CP should suppress PTGS at the initiation step; possibly act at or before the 
dsRNA generation step. Further analysis of the CP-interacting proteins in the host will 
help to clarify their exact involvements in the PTGS suppression pathways.  
 
Based on the steps they suppress, some viral suppressors may function across kindoms. 
TBSV p19 and FHV B2 both are examples which support this proposal (Li et al., 2004). 
A reasonable explanation for p19 is that it can bind to the universal siRNAs independent 
of their sequences. The induction of gene silencing differs in plants and animals: There 
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are 6 RdRps and 4 Dicer-like proteins in Arabidopsis; no RdRp and only 2 Dicer in 
insects; no RdRp and 1 Dicer in C.elegans.  It is clear that the initiation stage which 
involves RdRps and Dicers are more diverse than the later stages in plants and animals.  
It would be reasonable to propose that plant viral suppressors which suppress gene 
silencing at the initiation stage will probably not able to suppress RNAi in animal system. 
Experiments to test the suppression function of HCRSV CP in the Drosophila system 
showed that CP lost the suppression function in animal system (Figure 3.9). With the 
development of plant and Drosophila cell extracts system, the different molecules which 
participate in the step at which HCRSV CP suppress PTGS in plants may be clarified in 
the future.  
 
The CP mutants from serial passages showed reduced or complete loss of suppression 
activity. The accumulation of short 21 nt GFP siRNAs was greatly enhanced in 
pBICPm1+3 and pBICPm1+2+3, especially in pBICPm1+2+3. As the 21-22 nt siRNAs correlate 
with mRNA degradation, enhanced short siRNAs will lead to decrease of GFP mRNA in 
the infiltrated leaves (Figure 3.6 b, lanes 8 and 9). Since the 25 nt long siRNA is 
implicated in systemic silencing and it is dispensable for sequence-specific mRNA 
degradation (Hamilton et al., 2002), the significantly increased accumulation of the long 
siRNA in pBICPm1+2+3 (Figure 3.6 b, lane 9) may lead to systemic silencing in the triple 
mutant infiltrated plants. Thus, the failure of HCRSV CPm1+2+3 in blocking the long 
siRNA accumulation may contribute to the avirulence of M-1+2+3 (Liang et al., 2002a) 
in kenaf. Knowing how the CP interferes with the PTGS pathway at the molecular and 
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protein levels will help us to understand the changes in suppression ability resulting from 
amino acid mutations in the HCRSV CP.  
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Chapter 4 HCRSV CP affects microRNA and ta-siRNA 
accumulation in transgenic Arabidopsis and causes 




Virus infection could cause variegated symptoms on the host and differentially affect the 
host development. How does this happen? What is the molecular mechanism underlying 
this phenomenon? The finding that some gene silencing suppressors could affect the 
accumulation of some miRNAs may be just seeing the tip of an iceberg. 
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of small RNAs similar to siRNAs, although there are 
differences in their biogenesis and function, the miRNA pathway of plants and animals 
appears to be biochemically indistinguishable from the central steps of RNA silencing 
pathways after being exported to the cytoplasm. The biogenesis of miRNAs occurs 
through at least three sequential steps: The first step is the transcription of miRNA gene 
which has the potential to form stem-loop structures by RNA polymerase (pol II and 
polIII) to generate pri-miRNA (Lee et al., 2002). The second step is the nuclear cleavage 
of the pri-miRNA by the DCL1 to liberate the ~6—70 nt stem-loop intermediate, miRNA 
precursor or the pre-miRNA (Papp et al., 2003). The third step includes a second digest 
by DCL1 or another unknown enzyme to give miRNA:miRNA* duplex which were then 
translocated from the nucleus to the cytoplasm under the help of HASTY, the plant 
ortholog of Exportin-5 (Bollman et al., 2003; Yi et al., 2003; Lund et al.,2004). The 
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miRNA:miRNA* duplex was then unwound and loaded onto RISC, which includes the 
protein R2D2 in mammals or the plant R2D2 homolog HYPONASTIC LEAVES1 (HYL1) 
(Bartel, 2004; Lu et al., 2000; Vazquez et al., 2004; Han et al., 2004). 
Plant miRNAs usually contains near-perfect complementarity with target sites. Most of 
the plant miRNAs were thought to function like siRNAs to guide target RNA cleavage. 
While some others (eg. miR172) may function in plants by translational repression as 
usually happened in animals (Bartel, 2004). These miRNAs target a series of genes/gene 
families which are important for proper plant development such as cell proliferation, 
meristem identity, organ polarity, vascular development, floral patterning and hormone 
response. Developmentally or environmentally regulated miRNAs are essential for proper 
plant development and were found to be able to cause morphological and physiological 
changes when expressed over/below the normal level. Interference of miRNA biogenesis 
or miRNA-target interactions both lead to developmental abnormalities.  
 
Several labs report the finding of another endogenous small RNAs: trans-acting siRNAs 
(ta-siRNAs). Trans-acting siRNAs are endogenous siRNAs that direct the cleavage of 
nonidentical transcripts. ta-siRNAs require components of both the miRNA and siRNA 
pathways for their biogenesis. After AGO1-DCL1-HEN1-HYL1-dependent miRNA-
guided cleavage of the trans-acting siRNA(TAS) precursor RNA, the 5’ or 3′ cleavage 
products were converted in an RDR6-SGS3–dependent manner into dsRNA that was 
cleaved sequentially by DCL4 (Allen et al, 2005; Xie et al., 2005). This biogenesis 
pathway of ta-siRNA establishes a link between the miRNA and siRNA pathways 
(Peragine et al., 2004; Vazquez et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005). ta-siRNAs are  
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functionally similar to miRNAs in that they regulate the expression of genes to which 
they have limited similarity (Yoshikawa et al., 2005). Consistently, the ta-siRNAs could 
function similarly as miRNAs to regulate proper gene expression and thus normal plant 
development.  
 
Many virus-encoded gene silencing suppressors were found to cause developmental 
defects when constitutively expressed in Arabidopsis as transgenes (Chapman et al., 
2004; Dunoyer et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2004). Transgenic Arabidopsis containing the 
Tobacco etch virus (TEV) HC-Pro, Turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV) p69, Beet yellow 
virus (BYV) p21, Tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) p19 and Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) 
coat protein (CP) displayed differential leaf and rosette development, and obvious flower 
phenotypes and infertility was also observed (Chen et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2004). 
Depending on the steps at which they suppress gene silencing, it was suggested that 
strong developmental defects are highly correlated with the strong RNA silencing activity 
of the suppressors (Chapman et al., 2004). Some of them affect the level of key gene 
silencing components like DCL1 in the transgenic plants which lead to an extensive 
deviation of a number of miRNAs, such as HC-Pro and p69 ((Xie et al., 2003; Dunoyer 
et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2004). As a result, the transgenic plants displayed severe 
developmental defects. Some other suppressors (such as TCV CP, Potato virus X (PVX) 
p25 and Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) 2b showed mild or no difference from the wild 
type plants, and they did not interfere with the accumulation of miRNAs (Dunoyer et al., 
2004; Chapman et al., 2004).  
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From the analysis above, it is reasonable that the antiviral RNA-silencing response 
induced by viruses may interfere with the biogenesis and function of miRNA which 
contribute to abnormal plant development (Kristin et al., 2003). Due to the fact that the 
ta-siRNA pathway is interwoven with the siRNA/miRNA pathway, the viral gene 
silencing suppressors may also change the biogenesis or accumulation of ta-siRNAs 
which were implicated in plant development. The independent study on HCRSV CP 
described in this thesis supports this hypothesis. 
 
4.2 Materials and methods 
4.2.1 Plant materials 
L1: It carries a silenced GUS transgene in the Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Col-0 
background (Elmayan et al., 1998; Mourrain et al., 2000). 
A and G:  Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype C24 was transformed with Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens GV3101 carrying 35S–PVX:GFP or 35S–GFP constructs (T-DNA cassette 
containing the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter,  the PVX:GFP5 sequence/ or 
Green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene and the transcriptional terminator of the nopaline 
synthase gene). The transformants were selected in vitro on medium supplemented with 
10 mg/L L-phosphinotricin (Melford, Ipswich, UK) or 50 mg/L kanamycin, respectively 
(Dalmay et al., 2000).  
G×A: G×A is a cross between GFP142 x Amp243. The transgenic plants can be selected 
by 50 mg/L kanamycin (Dalmay et al., 2000a). 
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rdr6-11, sgs3-11 and zip-1: These mutant lines were kindly provided by the Arabidopsis 
Biological Resource Center.  rdr6-11: Mutagen: T-DNA; Mutation: C→T (805), 
nonsense. sgs3-11: mutagen: EMS; Mutation: G→A(2283), Splice site. zip-1: Mutagen: 
EMS; Mutation: contains a premature stop codon.  
4.2.2 Generation of CP and ΔCP transgenic Arabidopsis 
The CP coding sequence of HCRSV (Huang et al., 2000) was PCR amplified with a 5’ 
leader (5’-AAGGAGATATAACA-3’) and cloned into pBI121 by replacing the GUS 
sequence between the 35S promoter and nopaline synthase terminator to give pBICP. The 
third amino acid codon (CAG) of CP was changed to TAG, and the start codon of the 
overlapping p25 was also mutated to GTG in pBICP to create pBIΔCP. Transgenic 
Arabidopsis plants were produced by the flower dip method as described by Clough 
(Clough and Bent, 1998) using pBICP and pBIΔCP constructs in the wt Col-0 
background. After the seeds were collected, possible transgenic plants were screened on 
MS plates supplemented with 50ug/ml kanamycin.  
4.2.3 Genetic crossing 
Crossing between CP / ΔCP and L1/A/GXA were carried out as described (Chen et al., 
2004). After crossing, the presence of both genes was detected and the effect of CP/ ΔCP 
on the accumulation of transgene and amplicon specific gene mRNA and siRNAs were 
detected by Northern blots. 
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4.2.4 Isolation and detection of HMW RNA and small (~25 nt) RNA 
(siRNA, miRNA and ta-siRNA) 
The isolation of RNAs was done as described (Li et al., 1999). To detect the HMW RNA, 
5 µg of total RNA was run on a formaldehyde denaturing gel and transferred to a 
Hybond-N membrane followed by detection with DIG labeled RNA probe. To detect 
siRNA and miRNA, 20 µg of HMW RNA was run on a 15% acrylamide sequencing gel, 
and detected by DIG randomly-labeled RNA probe or 32P-end-labeled DNA 
oligonucletides complementary to miRNA, respectively. The ta-siRNA detection was the 
same as miRNA detection except that 50 µg of total RNA was used. Oligos used for the 
miRNA and ta-siRNA detection were shown in Table 4. The oligos were 32P end labeled 
by T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK) and used as probes for the detections of miRNAs 
and ta-siRNA by Northern hybridization. 
4.2.5 Phenotypic analysis  
For phenotypic analysis, plants were grown in 96-well flats under 16 h light/8 h night at 
22°C. High humidity was maintained during germination and early growth by covering 
flats with transparent plastic lids. The lids were removed after about 10 d. Growth and 
developmental parameters were analyzed by using at least 30 homologous seeds from 
each transgenic line.   
4.2.6 Real time PCR analysis 
Total RNA was extracted from leaves and the top of inflorescences using the Trizol 
reagent (Sigma). Real time PCR was done using the Applied Biosystems SYBR Green  
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Table 4 Oligos used for the miRNA and ta-siRNA detection 
Number Oligo  Oligo sequence 
1 as-miR173 5'-gtgatttctctctgcaagcgaa-3' 
2 as-miR172a 5'-atgcagcatcatcaagattct-3' 
3 as-miR171a 5'-gatattggcgcggctcaatca -3' 
4 as-miR156a 5’-gtgctcactctcttctgtca-3' 
5 as-tasiRNA 255 5'-tacgctatgttggacttagaa-3' 
 
 
Table 5  Primers used for the real-time PCR analysis 
Genes Primer Position 
Beta-tubulin F: 5’-aaagatccgtgaggaatacc-3’ 
B: 5’-gaacatggctgaagctgtga -3’ 
500-992 
DCL1 F: 5’-agggtcagcttacaaggatga -3’ 
B: 5’-ttcaatgttccatcgacttca-3’ 
628-1057 
DCL2 F: 5’-aatgagtctgtgctggctgg-3’  
B: 5’-atgtttgcaacactccaatt-3’ 
660-1070 
DCL3 F: 5’- caatgctgtgagatcagagc-3’  
B: 5’-tcttgaagccttctaagaga-3’ 
301-710 
DCL4 F: 5’- tcttctttgttctccgcggc-3’  
B: 5’-gatgaaacagtgctgtaagt-3’ 
301-720 
AGO1 F: 5’-aatcagttcccgagctgcat-3’ 
B: 5’-aagaaatggttagccttcaca-3’ 
487-748 





two step real-time PCR kit. cDNA was synthesized using the random hexamers provided 
in the kit. The genes tested and the corresponding to nucleotides of the PCR product are 
summarized in Table 5. A LightCycler Instrument real-time PCR machine (Roche 
Applied Science, Penzberg, Germany) were used. A total of 40 cycles were run for each 
sample. 
4.2.7 Histochemical staining for GUS activity.  
Plants or plant tissues were placed in GUS staining solution [10 mM EDTA, 0.1% 
Triton X-100, 2 mM Fe2+CN, 1 mg/ml X-gluc in 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0)] and 
vacuum infiltrated for 15 min. The samples were incubated at 37° C until signal 
appeared. After staining, the plant samples were decolorized with 95% ethanol and rinsed 
several times to remove chlorophyll for easy observation and recording. 
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Generation of HCRSV CP transgenic Arabidopsis 
To facilitate genetic studies, pBICP and pBI∆CP, which were the same constructs used in 
co-infiltration assays (Chapter 3) , were introduced into the Arabidopsis genome (ecotype 
Col-0) plants by the flower dip method (Clough et al., 1998). Putative transgenic plants 
were tested by northern blot and western blot analyses. Results showed that the HCRSV 
CP transgenic Arabidopsis expressed high level of CP mRNA (Figure 4.1 b) and CP 
(Figure 4.1 c), showing the CP gene which was inserted in the Arabidopsis genome was 




Figure 4.1 Making of HCRSV CP transgenic Arabidopsis.  
(a) Constructs used for the flower dip transformation of Arabidopsis Col-0. (b) Northern 
blot to detect the CP mRNA transcription from the transgenic Arabidopsis genome. Five 
ug of total RNA from Arabidopsis leaves was loaded on each lane and detected by DIG 
labeled RNA probe corresponding to the coat protein gene. (c) Detection of CP 
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transgenic plant did not express CP although they transcribed HCRSV CP mRNA at a 
relatively higher level. 
 
4.3.2 HCRSV CP could inhibit PTGS induced by sense-RNA transgene 
and virus-derived amplicon transgene 
As HCRSV CP could suppress PTGS induced by transiently expressed sense-RNA in the 
GFP transgenic Nicotiana benthamiana agro-infiltration system, we propose that CP 
should be able to suppress the PTGS induced by sense-RNA transgene. As shown by 
GUS staining and northern blotting hybridization, high levels of GUS activity (Figure 4.2 
a, left panel) and GUS mRNA (Figure 4.2 b, upper panel, lane 3) were detected in the F1 
progeny plants of crosses between line CP6 and line L1. In contrast, 35S-GUS remained 
silenced in the F1 progeny of a similar cross between line ∆CP20 and L1 (Figures 4.2 a, 
right panel) as well as between wild type and L1 (data not shown). Furthermore, whereas 
the GUS-specific siRNAs accumulated to high levels in L1 plants, they were 
undetectable in L1xCP6 plants (Figure 4.2 b. lower panel, lanes 2-4).  
 
Notably, these RNA analyses showed that suppression of GUS RNA silencing in CP6 
plants was as effective as in the sgs2 mutant which contains a defective cellular RdRp 
(Figure 4.2 b. lane 1) (Mourrain et al., 2000). The distinct GUS staining (Figure 4.2 a) 
and the lack of GUS specific siRNAs in progeny of L1xCP6 plants (Figure 4.2 b. lower 
panel, lanes 3) indicate that the constitutive expression of CP6 and its interference with 
PTGS may happen at the early initiation stage. This result is consistent with the 




Figure 4.2 HCRSV CP inhibits PTGS induced by sense-RNA transgenes and 
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Figure 4.2 HCRSV CP inhibits PTGS induced by sense-RNA transgenes and amplicon 
silenced PTGS.  
 (a &b) HCRSV CP inhibits PTGS induced by sense-RNA transgenes: (a) Suppression of 
the GUS silencing in L1 line by 35S-CP transgene. The transgenic line of homozygous 
CP6 was crossed with L1. F1 of the crosses of ΔCP20 x L1 were used as controls. GUS 
activity was restored by CP transgene. Leaf on the left: CP6 x L1; leaf on the right 
ΔCP20 x L1. (b) Detection of GUS mRNA and GUS siRNAs in Sgs2 (L1 background), 
L1, L1xCP6, and L1xΔCP20 seedlings. Probes were DIG-labeled RNA corresponding to 
the 1.7 kb GUS coding sequence (upper panel) and the alkaline digested GUS DIG-
labeled RNA probes for the detection of GUS siRNAs (lower panel). Five µg total RNA 
was loaded in each lane for the detection of HMW RNAs. Ten µg LMW RNA was 
loaded in each lane for the detection of siRNAs.  
(c)  Silencing suppression of GFP induced trangene-induced PTGS and PVX-GFP 
amplicon-induced PTGS by genetic crossing of the CP transgenic Arabidopsis with lines 
A and GxA, respectively. All plants analyzed were hemizygous F1 plants. Five µg of 
total RNAs were separated on formaldehyde agarose gel and tranferred to Hybond-N 
membrane followed by hybridization with PVX coat protein gene specific DIG-labeled 
RNA probe. Lower panel the GFP specific siRNA were enhanced by CP expression. 
DIG-labeled RNA transcripts of GFP minus strand were used to detect PVX-GFP and 
GFP siRNAs. Ten µg of LMW RNA was loaded in each lane.  
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HCRSV CP actively suppressed RNA silencing targeted against a transiently expressed 
35S-GFP sense RNA transcripts (Chapter 3). The sense transgene and transiently 
expressed sense RNA both need the host RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) for 
the generation of dsRNA which is the key molecule for the induction of PTGS in plants, 
suggesting that the HCRSV CP may interfere with the function of RdRp complexes, or 
downstream of the dsRNA generation steps. 
 
To further dissect the contribution of viral RdRps in virus induced gene silencing, the 
suppression of PTGS induced by an amplicon transgene which encodes a replication-
competent recombinant PVX carrying GFP (PVX:GFP) in A. thaliana lines A and GxA 
(Dalmay et al., 2000a) by HCRSV CP was tested. In line A, GFP expression from viral 
replication was silenced in a SDE1/SGS2/RDR6-independent manner, corresponding to 
the genetically determined PTGS initiation pathway. In line GxA, the GFP expression 
from the highly expressed 35S-GFP transgene from line G and the GFP from PVX:GFP 
viral replication were both silenced, and the silencing of 35S-GFP is SDE1-dependent, 
associating with genetic and epigenetic gene silencing which was equivalent to the 
initiation and maintenance stage of PTGS (Dalmay et al., 2000a). 
 
By RNA gel blot hybridizations, we detected significant accumulation of PVX: GFP 
genomic and subgenomic RNAs in both A and GxA plants (Figure 4 c, upper panel, lanes 
2 and 5) after they were crossed with line CP6 but not ∆CP20 and wild type (Figure 4 c, 
upper panel, lanes 1, 3, 4 and 6). These results indicate that the silencing suppression 
activity was determined by the expression of the CP6 but not the CP mRNA as in ∆CP20. 
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However, the corresponding siRNA accumulation is different from what was seen in the 
L1×CP6 where a higher GUS mRNA and a lower/undetectable GUS siRNA were 
detected. As shown by northern blot hybridization, higher level of GFP siRNAs were 
detected in progeny of both CP6 crossed line A and GxA (Figure 4c, lower panel, lanes 2 
and 5) than those in the control plants (Figure 4 c, lower panel, lanes 1, 3, 4, and 6), 
suggesting that the HCRSV CP did not prevent the cleavage of virus-derived dsRNAs 
into siRNAs by Dicer. Similar result was reported for TYMV p69 which could also 
enhance the accumulation of viral RNA and viral specific siRNAs when crossed with 
amplicon silencing lines (Chen et al., 2004). Taken together, HCRSV CP could reverse 
the sense-transgene induced PTGS of GUS gene and inhibit the amplicon induced genetic 
and epigenetic gene silencing.  
4.3.3 HCRSV CP transgenic Arabidopsis showed rdr6-like 
developmental defects  
Several gene silencing suppressors have been reported to cause abnormal plant 
development by interfering with the miRNA pathway. HCRSV CP as a gene silencing 
suppressor may possess similar function. To test this possibility, HCRSV CP gene was 
introduced as transgenes into Arabidopsis Col-0 plants. rdr6-11, sgs3-11 and zip-1 were 
obtained form the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center and used for phenotypic 
comparison. ZIPPY (ZIP) encodes ARGONAUTE7 (AGO7), one of ten members of the 
ARGONAUTE family in Arabidopsis. Although some ARGONAUTE family members 
(such as AGO1) are required for RNAi-like phenomena, ZIP has no significant role in 
transgene silencing. Mutation in ZIP1 accelerate vegetative phase change and produce 
slightly abnormal flowers, but have no other obvious effects on shoot morphology 
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(Hunter et al. 2003; Peragine et al., 2004). SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING3 
(SGS3) encodes a plant-specific protein and SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING2 
(SGS2)/SILENCED DEFECTIVE1 (SDE1)/ RNA-DEPENDENT POLYMERASE6 
(RDR6) encodes an RdRp. These two genes were required for PTGS of transgenes. 
Mutation of these two genes affects the timing of vegetative phase change and floral 
morphogenesis which is similar to ZIP mutant (Peragine et al., 2004). RDR6 and SGS3 
but not ZIP affects the production of ta-siRNAs in Arabidopsis (Peragine et al., 2004; 
Allen et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2005). 
 
In wild type Col-0 Arabidopsis, the first two rosette leaves were round, relatively flat.  In 
contrast, CP transgenic Arabidopsis plants have elongated, downwardly curled leaves, 
which resemble rdr6-11, sgs3-11 and zip-1 mutant leaf phenotype (Figure 4.3 a, lower 
panel). Compared with the wild type plant, the CP transgenic Arabidopsis showed earlier 
flowering by about 2-3 days. The CP6 Arabidopsis exhibited reduced fertility. Further 
analysis showed that the carpel of CP6 Arabidopsis flowers were elongated, which 
caused incompatible elongation of stamen and carpel (Figure 4.3 a, upper panel), 
resulting in reduced seed set. The pollens and the stigmas were normally developed when 
observed under SEM (Figure 4.3 b). Manual self-crossing of the pollen to the stigma 
resulted in successful fertilization. The sepals of the CP transgenic flowers were normal 
as observed under the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 4.3 b). In rdr6-11, 
sgs3-11 and zip-1 mutants, an incompatible elongation of stamen and carpel were also 
observed (Figure 4.3 a, upper panel), with rdr6-11 and sgs3-11 showing the most typical 



















Figure 4.3 Developmental defects of CP transgenic Arabidopsis 
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Figure 4.3 Developmental defects of CP transgenic Arabidopsis. 
(a) CP transgenic Arabidopsis exhibited abnormal carpel stamen elongation as compared 
with the ΔCP negative control. CP transgenic Arabidopsis rosette leaves displayed 
abaxial leaf curling. The rdr6-11, sgs3-11 and zip-1 mutant lines were used as controls 
for phenotypic analysis. The upper panel, some of the sepals and petals were removed to 
allow observation of the stamens and carpels. All images were taken under light 
microscope. Lower panel images were taken by a Canon camera model 350D. 
(b) Scan electron microscopy (SEM) of CP transgenic flower showed that the pollen and 
stigma of CP and ΔCP transgenic Arabidopsis were normally developed. The pollens 
were coated with gold particles in a sputter coater before being observed under SEM. 
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suppressor TCV CP, however, only showed mild or no developmental defects compared 
with wild type Arabidopsis (Chapman et al., 2004; Dunoyer et al., 2004), suggesting that 
the structural and sequential differences of two closely related gene silencing suppressors 
may have distinct influence on symptom development. Analysis of small RNA (miRNA 
and ta-siRNA) accumulation in the transgenic plants may help to explain the differences 
of different phenotypes expressing various gene silencing suppressors.    
4.3.4 CP affects miRNA accumulation: miR172 
As the miRNA pathway shares some key components with siRNA pathway, the 
suppressors may affect the accumulation of some miRNAs which were important for 
proper plant development. To test whether HCRSV CP influence the biogenesis and 
accumulation of miRNAs, LMW RNAs were isolated from 2-week-old rosettes of plants 
and flowers, respectively, and detected by northern blot hybridization against several 
miRNAs. According to their similar phenotypes, rdr6-11 and zip-1 were used as controls. 
 
From the hybridization results, it is apparent that all the miRNAs tested were more 
abundant in flower and in flower meristems than in the rosette leaves. There were 
significant enhancement of miR171 and miR172, especially miR172, in CP6 transgenic 
Arabidopsis in the flowers (Figure 4.4, lane 6). There were also slight increased 
accumulations of these two miRNAs in CP6 leaves (Figure 4.4, lane 2). However, 
miR171 and miR172 remained almost at the same level in the wt control (Figure 4.4, 
lanes 1 and 5) and in the rdr6-11 plants (Figure 4.4, lanes 3 and 7) which showed similar 







Figure 4.4 Blot analyses of miRNA accumulation in CP transgenic Arabidopsis and 
rdr6-11 and zip-1 in the col-0 background  
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Figure 4.4 Blot analyses of miRNA accumulation in CP transgenic Arabidopsis and rdr6-
11 and zip-1 in the col-0 background.  
Twenty µg of total RNA from leaves (lanes 1-4) and flowers (lanes 5-8) from various 
plants were hybridized with 32P-labeled miRNA sequence specific antisense DNA 
probes. RNA samples were extracted by TRIZOL reagent from wt (Col-0 background) 
(lanes 1 and 5), CP6 (lanes 2 and 6), rdr6-11 (lanes 3 and 7) and zip-1 (lanes 4 and 8), 
respectively. Ethidium bromide-stained rRNA was shown as loading control.  
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miR171 has perfect antisense complementarity to three SCARECROW-like (SCL) 
transcription factors and targets these mRNAs for cleavage in the same manner as 
siRNAs (Llave et al., 2002; Reinhart et al., 2002). The members of SCL family controls a 
wide range of developmental processes, including radical pattering in roots and hormone 
signaling. 
AP2 is an A class gene which is expressed uniformly in all whorls of Arabidopsis flower. 
miR172 could target the AP2 gene primarily by translational repression (Chen, 2003). 
miR172 functions to down-regulate AP2 and other AP2-like genes to promote flowering, 
and that miR172 is expressed in regions where AP2 function is down-regulated (Chen, 
2003). The enhanced accumulation of miR172 may change the expression pattern of AP2 
which will lead to morphological changes in flowers. The reduced of AP2 gene 
expression in the carpel region may reduce the inhibition of C gene expression by the A 
gene, which may contribute to the abnormal growth of carpels and stamens. The AP2 
mutant showed a transformation of sepal into carpel and petal into stamen.. Depending on 
the CP6 flower phenotypes observed, which were quite different and mild compared with 
AP2 mutant, there may be other genes (e.g. flower homeotic genes) which act in concert 
with miR172 for the determination of CP6 transgenic Arabidopsis development. 
4.3.5 HCRSV CP affects siR255 accumulation 
Trans-acting siRNAs resembles miRNAs in plants, acting in trans to direct cleavage of 
target messages encoded in distant loci. Five loci were shown/predicted to generate ta-
siRNAs in Arabidopsis: TAS1a, TAS1b, TAS1c, TAS2 and TAS3. Among them, TAS1a, 
TAS1b, TAS1c, TAS2 were targeted by miR173, while TAS3 is the target of miR390.  
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Experiments have shown that these ta-siRNA primary precursors undergo in-phase 
processing for the generation of ta-siRNAs: firstly, the TAS precursor RNA was cleaved 
by miRNA in an AGO1-DCL1-HEN1-HYL1-dependent way; then the 5’ (TAS3) or 3′ 
cleavage products (TAS1a, TAS1b, TAS1c, and TAS2) were converted in an RDR6-SGS3–
dependent manner into dsRNA that then was cleaved sequentially by an unidentified 
RNaseIII (Allen et al, 2005). The sites of miRNA complementarity within the precursor 
ta-siRNA transcripts seemed to set the register of the 21-nucleotide siRNAs generated 
from the locus (Allen et al, 2005). 
 
HCRSV CP may also interfere with the ta-siRNA pathway, the accumulation of siR255 
was chosen as an indicator. The siR255 is one of the cleavage products of TAS1a, TAS1b 
and TAS1c, and it targets At4g29770 (unclassified) and At5g18040 (unclassified). Total 
RNAs extracted from flowers were used. Northern blot analysis showed that the 
accumulation of siR255 was significantly reduced from CP6 transgenic Arabidopsis 
(Figure 4.5 lane 2). In the rdr6-11 mutant, siR255 was absent (Figure 4.5 lane3). 
Combined with the result of unchanged miR173 in Chapter 4.3.4, it is possible that the 
HCRSV CP interferes with the ta-siRNA pathway at a step after the miRNA-guided 
cleavage of TAS genes. 
 
4.3.6 HCRSV CP changes the accumulation of gene silencing related 
genes 
To test whether the HCRSV CP changes the accumulation of genes from the Dicer family 





Figure 4.5 Reduced accumulation of siR255 in CP6 flowers. 
Total RNA (50µg) from flowers of wt Col-0, line CP6 which overexpressed HCRSV CP, 
rdr6-11 and zip-1 were separated on 15% sequencing gel and hybridized with 32P labeled 
oligo which is complementary to siR255. Ethidium bromide stained rRNA was used as 
loading control.  
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relative concentrations of mRNA from RNAs extracted from leaves and flowers of wt 
and CP transgenic Arabidopsis. Beta-tubulin was used as an internal control. 
 
The C(T) data acquired from real-time PCR analysis showed that several of the genes 
tested were increased in the CP6 transgenic plants, especially in flower organs (Figure 
4.6). Among these genes, the DCL1 which was important for miRNA and ta-siRNA 
biogenesis, was enhanced in the flower of CP6 plants. DCL4 which was crucial for the 
ta- siRNA biogenesis, increased a lot in the leaves but not much in the flower of 
transgenic line CP6. AGO1 is an RNA slicer that selectively recruits miRNAs and 
siRNAs into RISC (Baumberger et al., 2005). The AGO1 gene was enhanced in CP6 
flowers. Based on the fact that not all the miRNAs were increased in the CP6 transgenic 
plants, it is possible that the enhanced AGO1 may be the consequence of inhibition of 
other parts of the silencing related pathways. The LEAFY gene is an important element 
of the transition from the vegetative to the reproductive phase, as LEAFY is both 
necessary and sufficient for the initiation of individual flowers (Blazquez et al., 1997). In 
the early vegetative phase, the LEAFY expression is slightly higher in transgenic line 
CP6 than in Col-0, but much higher in flowers and floral meristem of line CP6 than Col-
0. The enhanced accumulation of LEAFY gene in CP6 transgenic plants may determine 
the early transition of line CP6 from vegetative phase to flowering phase and may 
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Figure 4.6 Real-time PCR analyses for the comparison of gene accumulation of CP6 and 
ΔCP20 transgenic Arabidopsis. Total RNA from leaves and flowers were used as 
templates for the reverse transcription using random hexomers as primer. The resulted 




   
In Chapter 3, the CP of HCRSV was found to be a strong gene silencing suppressor and 
the reduced suppression function of the CP after serial passages may contribute to the 
avirulence of HCRSV in kenaf. As most of the suppressors identified are pathogenicity 
determinants, and several suppressor transgenic Arabidopsis were reported to have 
developmental defects. These defects were thought to be the consequence of interference 
of miRNA pathway by these suppressors. In this chapter, experiments further clarified the 
effect of CP on plant development and the accumulation of some genes and small RNAs. 
4.4.1 Transgene-expressed CP suppresses genetic and epigenetic 
gene silencing   
Based on the fact that discrepant or controversial suppression properties may result from 
different silencing suppression systems with some suppressors, HCRSV CP transgenic 
Arabidopsis was created to test the function constitutively expressed CP on gene 
silencing. Genetic crossing of HCRSV CP transgenic Arabidopsis confirmed the results 
obtained in the transient expression assay in N. benthamiana. HCRSV CP restored the 
GUS expression in the transgene GUS silenced L1 line. CP also enhanced the level of 
viral RNA in PVX amplicon silenced line. Comparing the siRNA accumulation pattern in 
L1×CP6 and CP6×A, it is reasonable to predict that the CP6 may interfere with the host 
RdRp which are important for the generation of dsRNA from transgene. By inhibiting 
PTGS at the RdRp step, the L1×CP6 siRNAs were completely non-detectable possibly 
because of the failure of dsRNA production. However, in the CP6×A plants, the genetic 
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silencing was induced as a consequence of the continuous production of dsRNA by viral 
RdRp. From the CP6×A result, it is clear that HCRSV CP can not block the degradation 
of dsRNA into siRNAs. The enhanced PVX viral RNA accumulation should come from 
the replication of PVX overtaking viral dsRNA-induced degradation by the host plant in 
the presence of the HCRSV CP. The possible involvement of host RdRp in the 
suppression of gene silencing by HCRSV CP was also indicated in the CP transgenic 
Arabidopsis phenotype analysis. 
4.4.2 How does HCRSV CP affect normal Arabidopsis development? 
As shown in Figure 4.3, CP transgenic plants showed several developmental 
abnormalities, including changed leaf morphology, obvious defective flower phenotypes 
and reduced fertility. The RDR6, SGS3 and ZIP mutants showed similar developmental 
defects. The severity of the abnormalities was related to the level of CP expression level 
in the transgenic plants based on the fact that one CP transgenic line with marginal CP 
expression showed no significant difference from the wt (data not shown). The study on 
p69 transgenic Arabidopsis also found the same correlation of suppressor protein level 
and the abnormality of transgenic plants (Chen et al., 2004). These phenotype changes 
also confirmed the results showing strong RNA silencing suppressor activity is correlated 
with strong developmental phenotypes which may be the result of changes in the miRNA 
accumulation or miRNA-guided RISC assembly (Chapman et al., 2004). However, the 
molecular basis is believed to be more complex. The TCV CP, a strong PTGS suppressor, 
completely abolished the siRNA accumulation in the N .benthamiana infiltration assay, 
showed no significant developmental defects, and the miRNAs accumulation was not 
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changed in the TCV CP transgenic Arabidopsis (Qu et al., 2003; Chapman et al., 2004; 
Dunoyer et al., 2004). 
 
In contrast with what was shown for TCV CP, molecular analysis showed that some 
miRNAs accumulation was enhanced in the HCRSV CP transgenic flowers. Among the 
miRNAs tested, miR172 which targets the Arabidopsis floral function A gene AP2 was 
significantly increased, possibly leading to the decreased expression of the AP2 gene by 
translational repression. Further experiments such as in situ immunostaining can be done 
to test the regional expression of AP2 and in situ hybridization to test the accumulation of 
miR172 in different whorls of flowers. The restricted expression of floral ABC genes and 
there mutual suppression are important for proper flower development. Compared with 
the AP2 mutant which showed a conversion of the two outer whole sepal and petal into 
carpel and stamen within line CP6 flower, it is possible that there may be other genes 
which are important for flower development affected by HCRSV CP. These genes 
together with AP2 determine the destiny of the development of flowers.  
 
The accumulation of siR255 was absent from CP6 flowers which was the same as the 
lack of siR255 in rdr6-11 flowers. siR255 is the cleavage product of TAS1a, TAS1b and 
TAS1c. Since the accumulation of miR173 was not changed, the HCRSV CP may 
interfere with the ta-siRNA pathway after the first cleavage of TAS1s by miR173. The 
resulting ss RNA was converted into dsRNA by RDR6 and SGS3 for the phasing 
maturation of ta-siRNAs. The reduced accumulation of siR255 from line CP6 (Figure 4.5 
Lanes 2) and sgs3-11(Yoshikawa et al., 2005) together support a proposed model of 
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HCRSV CP’s interference with the RDR6 and SGS3 step. If this is correct, the biogenesis 
of other ta-siRNAs should also be affected. Further experiments can be done to check the 
level of other ta-siRNAs and TAS mRNAs. The experiment to test whether there is real 
interaction of HCRSV CP with RDR6 or SGS3 will also be informative. 
Besides the contribution of small RNAs, some other master switch molecules for proper 
plant development may also be changed upon the expression of HCRSV CP. Through 
real-time PCR analysis, the LEAFY gene was found to be expressed at a higher level in 
the flower and floral meristems. LEAFY gene determines the transition form vegetative 
phase to reproductive phase and also the initiation of individual flowers. Thus the 
phenotype observed on CP6 transgenic plants may be a sum up effect of miRNAs, ta-
siRNAs or unknown endogenous siRNA pathways and other transcriptional or 
translational regulation mechanisms. 
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Chapter 5 Interaction of HCRSV CP with host proteins 
and siRNAs 
 
5.1 Introduction  
 
The CPs of plant viruses have multiple functions including encapsidation of nucleic 
acids, interaction with other proteins encoded by viral and host plant genomes (Ren et al., 
2000), involvement in cell-to-cell or systemic movement (Nagano et al., 1999; Ding et 
al., 1996), genome activation (Tellnado and Bol, 2000; van der Vossen et al., 1994), 
induction of hypersensitive response (HR) and symptom modulation (Taraporewala and 
Culver, 1996; Lin and Heaton, 1999).  
 
Apart from those stated above, the HCRSV CP also functions as a gene silencing 
suppressor by interfering with PTGS at the initiation stage; only the complete CP could 
effectively suppress PTGS, with the exception of the CP mutant with three amino acid 
changes; transgenic Arabidopsis phenotypic and genetic analysis showed that HCRSV 
CP could also interfere with the miRNA and ta-siRNA pathways which results in 
developmental defects of the transgenic plants. All the results indicate that the HCRSV 
CP may interfere with PTGS or miRNA/ta-siRNA pathways through the interaction of 
CP with host proteins or RNAs, and the CP structural changes could abolish their 
interactions, which result in the inability of CP to suppress PTGS and the related 
miRNA/ta-siRNA pathways. To test this hypothesis, the Tandem Affinity Purification 
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(TAP) method and electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA) were attempted to find 
CP-interacting proteins or CP interacting complexes and to test the RNA binding ability 
of the CP. 
 
The TAP method is a general procedure of protein complex purification under native 
conditions (Forler et al., 2003). The TAP tag is made up of two IgG binding domains of 
Staphylococcus aureus protein A (ProtA) and a calmodulin binding peptide (CBP) 
separated by a TEV protease cleavage site (Puig et al., 2001). The TAP method requires 
fusion of the TAP tag (either N- or C-terminally) to the target protein of interest and the 
introduction of the construct into the host cell or organism. Cell extracts are prepared and 
the fusion protein, as well as associated partners, is recovered by two specific affinity 
purification/elution steps. Using this method, active macromolecular complexes can be 
isolated and used for multiple applications from a relatively small number of starting 
cells. The TAP method was initially developed in yeast but can be successfully adapted 
to various organisms. Its simplicity, high yield, and wide applicability make the TAP 
method a very useful procedure for protein purification and proteome exploration. The 
TAP method, with some modifications, has been applied in yeast and demonstrated a 
complicated protein interaction network. It was also used to identify complexes in the 
RNAi pathway in Drosophila (Siomi et al., 2005).  
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5.2 Material and methods 
 5.2.1 Plasmids 
 
 
The pGreen-HY103 (pGreen-TAP) vector was kindly provided by Dr. Yu Hao of 
Department of Biological Sciences, National University of Singapore (NUS). The 
plasmid contains a C-terminal TAP tag. Using two primers, the full-length HCRSV coat 
protein (CP) gene was cloned into the HY103 as an in-frame fusion to the C-terminal 
TAP, generating pGreen-HCP-CATP. 
XhoI-HCRSV CPF (2590-2607):  5’-ccgctcgagatgctgcagaagaatgac-3’   
BamHI-HCRSV CPB (3624-3605): 5’-cgggatccgttcctacaggcccaccaag-3’  
 
The N-terminal TAP (NTAP) was kindly given by Professor Michael E Fromm, 
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA (Rohila et al., 2004). Firstly the NTAP 
fragment was removed from the NTAP vector using the PCR, and made into an in-frame 
fusion to the N terminus of HCRSV CP. Then, this NTAP+HCP fragment was inserted 
into the pGreen Vector at the XhoI and BamHI sites, generating pGreen-NTAP-HCP. 
 
RB2×35S Pro→MCS→TAP→TerNoster←Basta←Nos pro LB 
pGreen-HY103 (pGreen-TAP): 
In bacteria, the plasmid is selected by Kanamycin; 
Transgenic plants are selected by Basta. 
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5.2.2 Agrobacterium transient expression assay 
The pGreen based constructs were transformed into GV3101 competent cells with a 
pSoup helper plasmid inside. Infiltration was carried out as stated in Chapter 2.3.11. 
Briefly, the transformed Agrobacterium were grown at 28ºC overnight after 
centrifugation, the bacterial pellet was re-suspended in infiltration medium(10mM 2-[N-
morpholino]ethanesulfonic acid (MES), pH 5.6, MgCl2, 100 μM acetosyringone) at room 
temperature for 3 h (Llave et al, 2000). The induced Agrobacterium cultures were 
infiltrated into 2 week old seedlings of N. benthamiana plants and maintained at 25 ºC 
and 70% humidity. Leaves were harvested 3 days after infiltration. To check the 
expression of TAP fused protein, the leaves were extracted with cracking buffer as stated 
in Chapter 2.7, and 10 μl of the supernatant was run on a 12% SDS-PAGE. The 
expressed protein was detected by Western blot analysis with anti-protein A antibody and 
anti-HCRSV CP antibody, respectively. 
 
5.2.3 TAP purification 
Agrobacterium-infiltrated leaves were harvested, cut into small pieces, and vacuum 
infiltrated with ice-cold PBS buffer containing 1% formaldehyde for 30 min. The 
reaction was quenched by adding cold 300 mM glycine and incubating  for 30 min. Fixed 
leaf tissues were then washed with PBS and stored at −80°C. Protein extracts were 
prepared from the treated leaves in protein extraction buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 
150 mM NaCl, 0.1% IGEPAL (Sigma), 2.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM benzamidine, 10 mM β-
mercaptoethanol, 20 mM NaF, 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonylfluoride (PMSF), 1% 
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Protease cocktail (Sigma), 10 µM leupeptin (Sigma), and 10 µM 3,4-dichloroisocoumarin 
(Sigma). The centrifuged supernatant was mixed with 50 µl of IgG Sepharose beads 
(Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and incubated at 4°C for 2 h with gentle 
rocking. The mixture was loaded onto a disposable polyprep chromatography column and 
washed with protein extraction buffer lacking protease inhibitors. The TAP-tagged 
proteins were released by digestion with 100 U of rTEV protease (Invitrogen) in TEV 
cleavage buffer containing 1 µM E-64 protease inhibitor for 1 h at 16°C. The eluate was 
then bound to the CAM agarose beads (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) in CAM-binding 
buffer (10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 10mM Tris-Cl pH8.0; 150 mM NaCl; 1 mM Mg-
acetate; 1 mM imidazole; 2mM CaCl2; 0.1% NP40) and eluted with buffer containing 
2 mM EGTA. The eluate was TCA-precipitated and loaded onto a 4–15% gradient 
polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad Laboratories) for SDS–PAGE. Formaldehyde cross-linking 
was reversed by boiling in loading buffer for 20 min prior to loading the gel.  
5.2.4 Expression and Purification of HCRSV CP and TBSV p19 
HCRSV CP and TBSV p19 were expressed as a GST fusion protein at the 5’ in pGEX-
5T1 vector. The expression of both proteins was monitored and an optimized expression 
was achieved using 1 mM IPTG at 25 ºC overnight. Purification was carried out using the 
BugBuster GST bind kit (Novagen). Briefly, the inducted bacteria were centrifuged and 
the pellets were subjected to sonication. The supernatant were purified under 
nondenaturing conditions. The elution products were collected into several tubes and run 
on SDS-PAGE. The tube with the purest and most concentrated target proteins were 
chosen for gel mobility shift assay.  
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5.2.5 Gel mobility shift assay 
Twenty five nucleotide sense siRNAs and antisense siRNAs were synthesized in vitro by 
UniBio, United Kingdom. The sequence for s-siRNA and as-siRNA:  
GFP ssRNA(25nt), 5'-rGrGrArArArArCrUrArCrCrUrGrUrUrCrCrArUrGrGrCrCrArA-3’;   
GFP asRNA(25nt), 5'-rGrGrCrCrArUrGrGrArArCrArGrGrUrArGrUrUrUrUrCrCrArG-3’. 
Double-stranded siRNAs were achieved by annealing of the sense and antisense siRNAs 
which had 2nt overhang at the 3’ end. 
The RNAs for the binding assay were 5’ 32P-labeled in 50 pmol quantities with 0.3 µM 
[γ-32P] ATP (Amersham Biosciences Limited) by T4 polynucleotide kinase (New 
England Biolabs) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Labeled RNA (0.5 µl) and 
appropriate amount of proteins were assembled in binding buffer containing 83 mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.5, 0.8 mM MgCl2, 66 mM KCl, 100 mM NaCl, 20% glycerol and 10 mM DTT. 
The binding reaction was incubated at room temperature for 20 min and loaded onto a 
8% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel containing 0.5 × TBE. The gels were then dried 
and autoradiographed. For competition experiments, non-isotope-labeled siRNAs were 
added in the binding reaction at a ratio (2:1) to the isotope-labeled siRNAs.  
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Isolation of HCRSV CP-interacting protein(s) 
For the isolation of HCRSV CP-interacting partners in plants, CP was fused with the N-
terminal TAP tag or the C-terminal TAP tag, generating NTAP-HCP and HCP-CTAP, 
respectively (Figure 5.1a). These two constructs were then transformed into 




Figure 5.1 Purification of HCRSV interacting host proteins 
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Figure 5.1 Purification of HCRSV interacting host proteins 
(a) Diagrams showing the constructs used for the TAP method. HCRSV CP was fused 
with N-terminal or C-terminal TAP tag and inserted in the pGreen vector. (b) Transient 
expression of TAP-fused CP in N.benthamiana leaves.  Western blot against protein A 
antibody showed that infiltration of Agrobacterium with OD600 0.1 expressed TAP-CP 
to similar level, as Agrobacterium of OD600 1.0. The NTAP-HCP has higher expression 
level than HCP-CTAP under the same conditions tested. (c)  Western blot as in(b), but 
using HCRSV polyclonal antibody. CK refers to total protein extracted from the non-
infiltrated wt Nicotiana benthamiana. (d) SDS-PAGE analysis of NTAP-HCP tandem 
affinity purified material. Samples were obtained from each purification step as labeled in 
the Figure. CK is the same as in (c). (e) Western blot analysis of NTAP-HCP tandem 
affinity purified material. Samples were obtained from each purification step as labeled in 
the figure. The membrane was blotted against HCRSV polyclonal antibody. CK is the 
same as in (c). 
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expression of TAP-tagged CP protein expression. Western blots against Protein A 
antibody showed that NATP-HCP was expressed to much higher level than HCP-CTAP 
under the same conditions. The NTAP-HCP expression in leaves infiltrated with different 
Agrobacterium concentration (OD600: 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0, respectively) reached the same 
level (Figure 5.1c, lanes 1, 2, 3).  The expression of NTAP-HCP was also detected in 
leaves co-infiltrated with pBICGFP and NTAP-HCP by western blot against protein A 
antibody and HCRSV CP antibody (Figure 5.1 b, lane 4 and c lane 3).    
 
For the isolation of CP-interacting proteins which may be more abundant in gene 
silencing, leaves co-infiltrated with NTAP-HCP and pBICGFP were used for TAP 
purification because gene silencing related complex will be more abundant in the leaves 
where PTGS is active. Through the TAP procedures described in the materials and 
methods section, the elution products from different steps were run on a SDS-PAGE. 
Western blot analysis showed that the amount of CP decreased dramatically after every 
affinity purification step, suggesting that the CP might be retained by the affinity column.  
One possible reason for this observation was that CP as a viral capsid protein, CP could 
easily aggregate at slightly higher concentration under natural conditions. The 
aggregation phenomenon was observed when the CP was expressed in E. coli. A possible 
resolution for this is to try the combination of other affinity tags to replace the TAP tag, 
such as the 6×Histidine tag or the FLAG tag. Variations of the purification conditions can 
also be made to optimize the solubility of CP, but this may also affect the stability of the 
protein complexes. 
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5.3.2 HCRSV CP could bind siRNA in vitro 
Based on the fact that the CP could assemble the HCRSV viral genomic RNA into the 
virus particle using the CP origin of assembly and the CP RNA-interacting domain, it 
was hypothesized that HCRSV CP could also bind to silencing produced siRNAs or RNA 
intermediates. This could inhibit PTGS in plants and possibly the antiviral mobile 
silencing signal(s), leading to successful systemic infection.  
 
To test if HCRSV CP could bind siRNAs in vitro, E. coli-expressed HCRSV CP (Figure 
5.2 a lane 5) with an N-terminal GST tag was tested in electrophoresis mobility shift 
assay for its binding ability with synthesized siRNA oligos. TBSV p19 (Figure 5.2 b lane 
5) was used as a positive control. 
 
As expected, HCRSV CP could bind in vitro synthesized 25 nt siRNAs; the single-
stranded sense, antisense siRNAs and the ds siRNAs with 2nt 3’ overhang (Figure 5.2.c 
lanes 7-9). In contrast, the TBSV p19 control could only bind the ds siRNAs, with a 2nt 
3’ overhang, with high affinity (Figure 5.2.c lanes 4-6). This result confirmed our 
hypothesis that HCRSV CP binds siRNA and probably without sequence specificity. The 
binding property is different from TBSV p19 which can bind specifically to the universal 









Figure 5.2 EMSA of HCRSV CP and synthesized siRNAs in vitro.  
(a) Expression and purification of GST-HCP (~64 kDa). Total proteins were separated in 
12% polyacrylamide gel and stained with Coomassie brilliant blue. Lane 1: total protein 
from pGEX-HCP before IPTG induction; lane 2: total protein from debris of pGEX-HCP 
overnight culture after IPTG induction; lane 3: total protein from supernatant of overnight 
culture of pGEX-HCP after IPTG induction. Lanes 4, 5 and 6 were from the three 
continuous elutions of GST-HCP from the affinity column after being washed 
thoroughly. M: BenchMark® Pre-tained Protein Ladder. 
(b) Expression and purification of GST-p19 (~44 kDa). Lane 1: total protein from pGEX-
p19 before IPTG induction; lane 2: total protein from debris of pGEX-p19 overnight 
culture after IPTG induction; lane 3: total protein from supernatant of overnight culture 
of pGEX-p19 after IPTG induction. Lanes 4, 5 and 6 were from the three continuous 
elutions of GST-p19 from the affinity column.  
(c) &(d) Binding of HCRSV CP with siRNAs of different forms: sense, antisense and 
double stranded siRNAs with 2nt 3’ overhang. GST-p19 was used as a positive control. 
In (d), an increased amount of GST-CP was used for the binding assay. A competition 
assay was done by first incubating GST-CP with unlabelled siRNAs, followed by 
incubation with 32P-siRNAs. The gels for the Electrophoresis Mobility Shift Assay 






Further experiment showed that with the increase of protein amount, the siRNAs binding 
to the proteins increased correspondingly (Figure 5.2 d lanes 1-4, 6-9 and 11-14). In the 
presence of unlabelled siRNAs, the binding of 32P-siRNAs decreased (Figure 5. 2 d lanes 
5, 10 and 15), suggesting that the unlabelled siRNAs competed with 32P-siRNAs for the 
binding sites on the CP. TBSV p19 was reported to bind 19nt, 21nt and 25nt siRNAs with 
different efficiencies. The 21nt having the highest affinity, while the 25nt siRNAs 
showed a reduction of binding affinity to p19 of more than 30-fold (Vargason et al., 
2003). The fact that HCRSV CP but not TBSV p19 failed to suppress RNA interference 
in Drosophila indicates that the binding of HCRSV CP with siRNAs was possibly not the 
main property that determines its suppression of PTGS. This result confirmed that the 
HCRSV CP suppress PTGS at the initiation stage. Further experiments are needed to test 
the binding specificity of HCRSV CP with 21nt siRNAs and other forms of small RNAs 
such as miRNAs and ta-siRNAs.  
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1. HCRSV CP and only full-length CP is a strong gene silencing suppressor against 
PTGS induced by transiently expressed sense-RNA. HCRSV CP cannot suppress 
dsRNA-induced PTGS. HCRSV CP suppresses PTGS at the initiation stage. 
2. HCRSV CP enhances symptom severity and viral RNA accumulation when co-
inoculated with PVX virus. 
3. HCRSV CP cannot inhibit RNAi in Drosophila cells, indicating that HCRSV CP 
suppression of silencing is specific to plants. 
4. In vivo serial passages of HCRSV induced specific amino acid mutations in the 
CP region. These mutations lead to avirulence of HCRSV in kenaf. These CP 
mutations also lead to reduced suppression of PTGS especially the accumulation 
of siRNAs. Thus, host-induced avirulence of HCRSV mutants correlates with 
reduced gene silencing suppression activity, indicating a role of PTGS in virus 
evolution. 
5. HCRSV CP transgenic plants showed developmental defects of elongated, 
downwardly curled leaves and a lack of coordination between stamen and carpel 
which results in reduced seed set. These phenotypes are similar to those observed 
in Arabidopsis mutants rdr6, sgs3 and zip. In addition, CP transgenic Arabidopsis 
showed a slightly decreased rosette leaf number and early flowering. 
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6. The accumulation of miRNA, ta-siRNA and some gene silencing related genes 
were affected in CP6 transgenic plants. miR172 was significantly increased and 
siR255 was greatly reduced. The increased miR172 may downregulate the 
expression of AP2 which affects the floral patterning and development. The effect 
of CP on ta-siRNAs may also interfere with proper plant development based on 
the fact that some ta-siRNAs target auxin response factors. The LEAFY gene 
which is crucial for the conversion from vegetative to flowering and initiation of 
individual flowers is increased in the CP transgenic flowers. 
Based on these results obtained, a proposed model of how HCRSV CP interferes with the 
gene silencing related pathways is presented (Figure 6.1). Based on the result that 
HCRSV CP could inhibit transgene but not inverted-repeats (IR) induced PTGS, we 
propose that HCRSV CP may inhibit the transgene-induced PTGS at the dsRNA 
generation step possibly through the interaction with RdRp (Rdr6) or RdRp-related 
proteins in the replication protein complexes. The interference of RdRp complex by CP 
can also contribute to the inhibition of conversion of pre-ta-siRNA into ds-pre-ta-siRNA 
thus result in a reduced accumulation of ta-siRNA. The experimental results are in line 
with this hypothesis. HCRSV CP may interfere with the accumulation of some miRNAs 
through unknown means. 
 
6.2 Future work 
Through the experiments described in this thesis, it is clear that HCRSV CP plays an 
important role in the virus-host defense-counterdefense system, the details on the effects 
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Figure 6.1 Proposed model of how HCRSV CP interferes with the gene silencing related 
pathways. 
HCRSV CP inhibit the transgene-induced PTGS at the dsRNA generation step possibly 
through the interaction with RdRp (Rdr6) or RdRp related proteins in the replication 
protein complexes. The interference of RdRp complex by CP can also contribute to the 
inhibition of conversion of pre-ta-siRNA into ds-pre-ta-siRNA thus result in a reduced 
accumulation of ta-siRNA. HCRSV CP may interfere with the accumulation of some 
miRNAs through unknown means. 
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of genetic and protein-protein interactions still remain unclear.  Further experiments can 
be carried out in the following aspects: 
1.   To identify the HCRSV CP-interacting partners in the host plants. TAP method can 
be further optimized for this purpose. This study will help to understand why a complete 
CP is essential for the efficient suppression function. It will also help to elucidate the 
secrets behind the developmental defects caused by the CP transgene in plants.  
2.  The RNA-binding activity of HCRSV CP could be further studied so as to investigate 
the mechanisms that HCRSV CP can block the movement of silencing signals and virus 
movement in the in vivo evolution of viruses. 
3. Genetic crossing analysis with different gene silencing related mutants will answer the 
question of how the HCRSV CP affects the accumulation of siRNAs, miRNAs and ta-
siRNAs. TCV CP transgenic Arabidopsis can be used for comparison. The comparison 
will elucidate how the structurally similar proteins differentially regulate the 
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Appendix 1. Media and buffers 
LB medium 1% Bacto® - tryptone, 0.5% Bacto® - yeast 
extract, 0.5% NaCl, pH 7.5 
LB agar LB medium with 1.5% Bacto® - agar, pH 7.5 
TAE 40 mM Tris-acetate, 20 mM sodium acetate, 
1 mM EDTA, pH 8.2 
TBE 89 mM Tris-borate, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.3 
TE 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 
20xSSC 3M NaCl, 0.3M Trisodium citrate 
Hybridization Buffer 0.35 M Na2HPO4, 0.15 M NaH2PO4, 7%SDS, 1 
mM EDTA 
Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium 16 mg/L MnSO4•H2O, 8.6 mg/L ZnSO4•7H2O, 
6.2 mg/L H3BO3, 0.83 mg/L KI, 0.25 mg/L, 
Na2MoO4, 0.025 mg/L CuSO4•5H2O, 0.025 mg/L 
CoCl2•6H2O 
 
